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DOE sheet
suggests
widespread
contamination
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Employees of the Paducah
Gaseous
Diffusion
Plant
received a fact sheet from the
U.S. Department of Energy that
suggests nuclear weapons parts
and related contamination at
the plant are more widespread
than previously disclosed.
The fact sheet was distributed on Friday to employees
of the DOE, its contractors and
Paducah plant operator U.S.
Enrichment Corp.
The Paducah Sun reported
Wednesday in a copyright story
that the document says some
nuclear weapons parts were
built in the plant's machine
shop and shipped to customers.
The plant, which opened in
1952, used to enrich uranium
for nuclear weapons. Since the
1960s, it has produced uranium exclusively as fuel for
nuclear reactors.
The fact sheet doesn't give
dates, but the DOE has said
that in the early years, workers disassembled
nuclear
weapons without warheads to
salvage valuable metals.
While the general practice
was to break down and smelt
weapons materials, v4h-o1e
weapons "minus the nuclear
package" were buried at the
plant, the fact sheet pays.
The Sun sent a detailed list
of questions to the DOE on
Tuesday asking for clarification
and elaboration on the fact
sheet. Answers were pending
a review by the agency as to
what more could be disclosed
from a security standpoint.

Bill cracks
down on
school threats
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky House has delivered a clear message that people making bomb threats against
schools should serve time in
prison.
The House voted 94-0 on
Wednesday to make it a felony
crime to make bomb threats
against schools or other buildings.
The bill is sponsored by
House Speaker Jody Richards,
D-Bowling Green, whose hometown was shaken by bomb
threats against its school system a year ago.
The threats shut down the
Warren County school system
soon after a deadly shooting
spree at a Colorado school.
"It was not just an inconvenience and a great financial
loss to the school system, it
was also very traumatic for a
lot of very young students who
were frightened to go back to
school the next day," said Rep.
Rob Wilkey, D-Franklin.
Several other Kentucky
schools also received bomb
hoaxes last spring.
However, the culprits could
only be prosecuted for lessserious misdemeanors.

N/V I Ai- i-1
Tonight...Periods of showers and thunderstorms. Temperatures slowly rising into the
50s. Wind becoming south and
increasing to 10 to 20 mph.
Chance of rain 80 percent.
Friday...Showers and thunderstorms likely.. Especially during the morning. High 60 to
65...With falling afternoon temperatures. Chance of rain 70
percent.
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Patton pitches budget plan
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
It has a slogan, buttons and a spokesman,
but whether Gov. Paul Patton's budget
proposal will "Move Kentucky Forward"
is in the hands of the legislators.
House Democrats have extended the
deadline until next week for Patton to
sell his plan. A House vote is scheduled
in time to send the budget to the Senate
by March 10.
His proposal calls for a revamped tax
system that would cut income taxes by
$55 million annually by shifting the burden to higher-income groups and businesses.
A second component involves raising
the tax on a gallon of gasoline by 7
cents.
Since much of the feedback the legislators have received appears to be antitaxes, Patton has hit the road to drum up
support for his plan.
He said the state's six-year road plan
costs about $150 million a year more
than the funding program can provide,
which is one reason why the gas tax is
needed.
"I ask that you consider it carefully
and if you see the need. I would ask
that you call your legislator," Patton told
a group of about 200 Wednesday at Murray State University. "They are hearing a
lot about no new taxes."
Patton is making stops around the state
to explain why he thinks the state needs
a higher gas tax and more revenue from
various tax cuts and additions.
—If his attempts fail, the General Assembly will likely draft a budget that does
not include theA140 million a year that
the tax increases would raise for the General Fund or the $400 million that would
be raised annually for the road fund.
Patton cautioned that if his budget is

provisions to require out-of-state companies to collect the Kentucky sales tax on
Internet and catalog purchases; and raise
the tax on a gallon of gasoline by 4 cents
on July 1 and by 3 more cents on July
1, 2001.
Patton explained that more than $102
million of the increased revenue — $143.2
million in the 2001 fiscal year and $144.5:
million in 2002 — will go to education.:
Those funds are broken down into $74:
million for higher education, $18 million:
for elementary and secondary education,.
and $10 million for adult education.
"Every person entering this workforce
needs an education," he said. "We are 34
percent below the national average in c01lege graduates.
"We made a commitment three yeas
ago for better higher education. Growth
has slowed, but we need to keep our commitment. Our revenue (at 3.4 percent growth)
hasn't grown. Why so slow? It doesn't
grow as fast as we need it to because of
tax cuts."
Yet a tax cut is precisely what he has
in mind for 63 percent of Kentucky's 1.8
million taxpayers.
"The income tax system is just not
right. We're going to cut it by $54 million," he said. "For a family of four making less than $100,000, they will most
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Gov. Paul Patton was equipped with charts and graphs as he spoke Wednes- likely be better off in totality under this
plan."
day to local residents about his tax plan.
More than 50 percent of the new revnot adopted, road projects such as the U.S.
And so the Patton Plan was born — a enues will be paid by business.
68/Ky. 80 (Cadiz to Mayfield) project would budget that cuts income taxes on one :hand
"This income tax is _a fairness issue,"
be postponed and the commitment made to while raising the tax on a gallon of gaso- Patton said.
fund higher education would be broken.
line on the other.
He explained that state taxes place too
"I could write a continuation budget, but
His plan, among other things, would phase much burden on low-income and working
the results wouldn't be good enough to suit out the state property tax on motor vehicles; families. According to his
figures, the 1998
me or you," he said. "I had to look at the extend the 6 percent sales tax to labor charges tax burden for a family of
four at the
cold hard facts, decide what to do and do for installing or repairing tangible personal
it now."
property such as automobile repairs; increase • See Page 2

Watters files federal suit against MCCH

(C) 2000 Murray Ledger & Times
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A former financial officer at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has filed a federal civil lawsuit
against MCCH accusing President/CEO Stuart Poston of retaliating against him after he raised
questions about possible improprieties concerning Medicare funding
and reimbursement.
Danny Watters of Farmington,

who was the vice president of cor- or about Jan. 18, the day Watters
porate finance, also accuses Pos- returned to work from a protectton of:
ed leave of absence under the act.
• Ordering him to destroy any Watters claims his leave was "a
documents concerning improper substantial factor" in the decision
Medicare reporting.
to terminate him.
• Further retaliation and invaWatters also said he was subsion of Watters' privacy by dis- jected to "ridicule (and) heightclosing medical information con- ened scrutiny" and was retaliated
cerning Watters that was "embar- against by MCCH or its agents
rassing and/or offensive in nature."... ..or employees because of the ques• Violating the Family Medical tions he raised.
Leave Act by firing Watters on
The lawsuit claims the alleged

ridicule and scrutiny violated the
state version of the federal whistleblower law because the- hospital
is a public or quasi-public employer that gets public funds or partial reimbursement from state or
federal agencies for its services.
That makes Watters entitled to
collect compensatory and punitive/exemplary damages, said the
lawsuit filed Jan. 31 by Henderson attorney Z,ach Womack.
Watters also is asking for an

unspecified amount of damages for
lost wages and/or benefits and/or
reinstatement;
"embarrassment
(and) humiliation." attorney's fees;
and a jury trial.
Poston, when asked to respond
to the lawsuit Thursday morning,
said: "It's his prerogative to file
a suit, but we don't believe it has
any merit to it."

II See Page 2

MCCH board
nomination
process may
be changed
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
If the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
of Commissioners has its way, the nominating process
for board members could be changed in the very
near future.
According to board chair Judy Stahler, the new
process would reduce the number of recommendation,s for board members passed on to the mayor
and county judge-executive from three to one.
Stahler said the change would be made to increase
the significance of the nominations committee. If
the change takes place-, the committee would rank

• See Page 2

Stumbo trying
to reach bottle
bill compromise
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Faced with a House
that will not pass a bill to place a deposit on most
drink containers, Rep. Greg Stumbo said he will
meet once again with bottlers, retailers and restauranteurs to try to reach a compromise on litter and
garbage.
Stumbo took most of a 75-minute closed-door
meeting with House Democrats Wednesday evening
explaining and trying to persuade his colleagues to
support a bottle bill that also would mandate universal garbage collection.
He did not succeed. The bottle bill passed the
House Appropriations and Revenue Committee on
Tuesday, but cannot pass the House, Stumbo said.

111 See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
HOW DO YOU DO?...Matt Hinz portrayed a Native American warrior for the
amusement of the groups
of area schoolchildren as they left the performance of "Pocahontas" Wednesda
y afternoon outside
Lovett Auditorium.

BZA rescinds rental permit
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments is sticking to its guns about letting college students rent property in
residentially zoned areas.
The board voted Wednesday to rescind
a conditional use permit issued to Dean
Ross in 1993 to rent to three unrelated
people at 1653 Ryan Ave.

Ross, who currently resides in Vienna, Ill., said he would rather rent to
families, but obtained the permit in case
he could not find suitable renters. He
said the three college students currently
living in the house moved in Aug. I.
and they are the first group of unrelated people he has ever rented to.
The permit, however, required Ross
to widen the driveway at the residence

before renting it to unrelated people.
Nearly seven years later, he still had yet
to do that, according to Butch Seargent,
city director of planning and engineering.
Plus, BZA Chairman Bill Whitaker
said once a year has passed on an ordinance, it can be reconsidered. Complaints

II See Page 2
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federal poverty level was the highest in the nation.
The second part of the plan
calls for a 7-cent increase in the
gas tax.
Responding to skepticism that
Kentuckians would agree to such
a tax, Patton noted that "the people are smarter than you think"
and recalled the 1990 vote (KERA)
that included the largest tax increase
for education.
"We have the 46th lowest gas
tax rate in the nation," Patton said.
"We pay other states more to use
their roads than other states do to
us. I'm trying to complete the
68/80 project that was started under
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and it is
the most expensive project except
for those in Pike County.
"We've (eastern and western
parts of the state) simply been
overlooked for so long because
we are so far from Frankfort. If
we don't get the $150 million,
somebody's roads aren't going to
get built."
Based on Patton's figures, the
7 cents tax translates into 1/3 of
a cent a mile and will cost a person I percent more to drive a
mile.
"For that, you will get safer roads
that are less congested," he said.
"It's a gradual thing that will
make a difference in 10-20 years.
If this doesn't pass and you are
looking at projects on the six-year
road plan, don't count on them."
Patton acknowledged that selling his budget is not particularly

easy, especially since the ultimate
decision is not his.
"I don't have a vote. There is
no alternative to do what we want
to do," he said. "I would •never
say all or nothing (to the legislature). It is obviously up to the
legislature and their will be done.
My responsibility is to get out in
front and talk about things that
people would rather not talk about.
"They (the legislators) will listen to you - that's why I am
here. We will not live up to the
commitment to higher education
without this budget. They (legislators) aren't saying they disagree,
but they aren't saying they agree."
Patton said that without the tax
increase, the only way to fund
higher education would be through
cuts to social programs such as
Medicaid and children's services.
The reaction Patton is receiving from the public has been
encouraging, he said.
"The people (in the audiences)
are very friendly and asking insightful questions. We also have a 30minute video that will be shown
by the cable companies," he said.
"(If this doesn't pass) I have shot
my best shot."

'Teacher quality' bill
under consideration

from neighbors about an excessive amount of cars being parked
in front of the house led to the
permit coming before the board
again.
-This is an area that has been
very stable in the past," said
Franklin Fitch, 1666 Ryan Ave.,
one of several surrounding residents who attended the meeting.
"We're concerned about our neighborhood being torn apart and our
property values being decreased."
Ross said he "simply forgot"
about the condition of the driveway being widened. In fact, he
said he even called Seargent before
renting the house to the students
to make sure the permit was still
in effect, but failed to ask about
the condition attached to it.
Only one board member, Helen
Spann, voted against rescinding
the permit. She said she believed
the area was "in transition" and
suitable for college students to live
in.
Other board members, however, were not so understanding.
"What bothers me is Mr. Ross
was involved in obtaining a permit in 1993 ... and he forgot to
comply," said board member Gillis
Bridges. "I think six-and-a-half
years is a long time to forget to
build a driveway."
The BZA has turned down several similar requests in the past
several months, and Whitaker said
those rulings have played a large
part in setting a precedent for
cases of student renters.
"In my estimation, it's an example of all politics are local," said
board member Scott Seiber. "When
a neighborhood rises up like this,
it makes us as a board, and me
as an individual, very concerned."
The board ruled that the students can remain in the house
until the end of the semester, which

Ross said actually coincides with
the expiration of their lease in
May.
In other business, the board
issued approval on a planned development project from the Purchase
Area Development District that
will bring housing for WATCH
clients to Diuguid Drive.
The project, which will consist
of eight apartments, is actually
considered a state project, meaning it is exempt from city ordinances. Seargent said the PADD
office is going through the city's
approval process "to be good neighbors."
BZA members expressed the
same concerns the Murray Planning Commission did at its Tuesday night meeting. In current plans,
the complex is located only 10
feet away from the back property line. City ordinances require 25
feet.
"I'm not so much concerned
about getting the whole 25 feet,
but 10 is real tight," Seiber said.
"Otherwise, I don't have any problem with it."
The board's approval was contingent upon the project's architects looking into ways to increase
the 10-foot distance from the back
property line and the construction
of an eight-foot fence along the
back of the project for security
reasons.
The board also voted to approve
a 34-square-foot variance for a
free-standing sign for the new
Shoppes of Murray project.
Shoppes of Murray will be located in the old Wal-Mart shopping
center and will include stores such
as Office Depot, Dawahare's, Fashion Bug, Oil Cue, Hallmark and
Hibbett Sports.
The sign - will be located to the
left of the new entrance that is
currently being constructed directly across from the entrance of
Roy Stewart Stadium.

a student competitions.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
—Distinguished achievement
much-anticipated "teacher quality"
bill would require middle school and recognition by professionals
teachers to prove they are pre- in the field.
A teacher who could not demonpared to teach in their assigned
strate enough expertise within three
field.
There would be a number of years could be reassigned.
John Hinkle, who runs associFrom Page 1
Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Richways to do so:
ations for retailers and the restaumond, a lead sponsor of the bill,
Stumbo said other legislators rant industry, said
—Completion of professional
studies his group
said the idea was to reduce the want him to meet with industry
development or course work since
financed show litter had been
number of teachers who are out- representatives to try and reach
initial certification.
markedly reduced in recent years.
side the field for which they were some compromise on garbage col—A competency test or perThere should be more emphasis
trained.
lection and litter.
formance assessment.
on education about litter prevenThe House Education CommitBut one industry leader said he
—Undergo evaluation by an tee opened hearings on the bill remains skeptical of Stumbo's will- tion and enforcement of littering
laws, Hinkle said.
observer in the classroom.
Wednesday.
ingness to compromise or the need
"It seems to me that the road
—Show that students performed
(The legislation is House Bill to raise more money to combat
we're on has been working," Hinwell on state and national tests or 437.)
litter.
kle said.
Hinkle said a yearlong task
force chaired by Stumbo was always
aimed at the sponsor's goal of a
bottle bill. And industry representatives have adamantly opposed
the deposit and a related plan in
the bill to place a tax on wrapping and containers from restaurants where there is take-out food.
ter prevention and cleanup. "To
me, if we don't address both of
them, we'll never get it done,"
Stumbo said.

•Stumbo
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Peck said. "We've had hundreds
of candidates apply for this position."
While the search for Poston's
successor continues, the hospital
is proceeding with its various construction projects.
Poston said the hospital's Medical Arts/Food Services/Materials
Management project is slated for
an April completion date. Its Adult
Day Care Center next to West
View Nursing Home is completed, and the Wellness Center continues to proceed on schedule.
The hospital has had trouble,
however, with its transfer of 12
beds from West View Nursing
Home to its long-term care unit.
Poston said the state is requiring
the hospital to install a walkaround tub and fix one of the bathroom doors in the wing before it
will approve the use of the beds.
While Poston reported the hospital had one its strongest months
financially ever in January, new corporate vice president of finance
Louis Vetter said it is still having
trouble collecting Medicare payments.
Vetter said Medicare will pay
a "clean claim" 14 days after its
filing. Billing disputes, however,
often cause claims to not be paid
immediately, which Poston said
has had a severe effect on the
hospital's accounts receivable
department.
"We will have a review over
the next 60 to 90 days to speed
up our system," Vetter said. "We're
having to do so many things manually that it's slowing us down."
Vetter also said, however, that
MCCH is still better than the
industry average on the amount
of time it takes to collect claims.

candidates and pass on their top
selection for recommendation.
Stahler also said the change
might eliminate some of the public embarrassment of being turned
down for a board position. The
last time applicants were needed,
the hospital had to extend its application deadline because three applicants could not be found.
"There's a public humiliation
factor in there when there are three
names and only one of them gets
the nomination," said commissioner
Dr. Phillip Klapper.
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins was unable to
attend the board's Wednesday meeting. Mayor Freed Curd was in
attendance and said he had few
problems with the changes.
"It suits me fine," Curd said.
"I think I've got three or four
people who will have something
to say about it."
Recommendations are passed
from the mayor and judge-executive on to the city council and
fiscal court, respectively.
Commissioners would serve
four-year terms, with no terms
longer than eight continuous years.
The board voted to table any
vote on the changes until all the
board members could sufficiently
review them.
Meanwhile, the search continues to search for a replacement
for MCCH CEO Stuart Poston.
CEO search committee chair
John Peck said his committee will
meet Feb. 28 with the hospital's
hired consultant to review "six or
eight eligible candidates."
"I will say that the candidate
list has been very impressive,"

• Watters
From Page 1
Womack, when reached at his
office Thursday morning, said the
hospital has 20 days from the date
it was served a copy of the lawsuit to file a response. According
to court records, the hospital was
served Feb. 2, making the deadline Tuesday.
Watters asked about the alleged
improprieties in June 1999, the
lawsuit said. It made him subject
to "reprisal, either directly or indirectly, in an effort to discourage
or depress, dissuade, deter, prevent, interfere with, coerce or otherwise discriminate against (Watters)" for raising the objections, it
said.
"There were certain accounts that
existed and DRG reports through
various corporate compliancereporting mechanisms that clearly
indicated potential improprieties on
the part of the hospital with respect
to billing for Medicare," the lawsuit says.
DRG stands for Diagnostic
Related Group, a form of grouping patients based on their diagnoses for purposes of Medicare
payment.
"Each DRG pays a different
amount," Watters said Thursday
morning during a telephone interview

•
Watters raised a "good faith"
objection to certain DRG billings,
which, the lawsuit claims, "were
inappropriate, improper and illegal. because the billing sought
reimbursement of Medicare monies
that were clearly questionable or
otherwise not recoverable."
The hospital's board of commissioners in August 1999 allowed
Poston's contract to expire without renewing it.
But the board added a 7-percent raise to his $151,750 salary
and later decided that Poston, whohas been with MCCH for 27 years,
would be a consultant to help with
the administration transition.
Watters said Thursday that he
went on a doctor-ordered medical
leave in mid-July 1999, then was
offered a 12-week leave under the
federal Family Medical Leave Act.
Watters declined to talk about
his medical condition, saying it
was a private matter and he didn't want to jeopardize his lawsuit.
"The problem is it got to be
made very public," he said.
Womack either declined to comment on or was not aware of certain aspects of the allegations Thursday.
"We'll be taking depositions in
the not-too-distant future," Womack said.
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Jewish legislator'about fed up'

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
BLOODY GOOD...Phlebotomist Angie Grey retrieves a thermometer from the mouth of Hairunya Ratanacheatkul prior to her blood donation Wednesday at Murray State University. The
blood drive was in support of the West Kentucky Regional Blood Center.

Patton proposes revisions
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov. gression forward to replace that
Paul Patton has proposed revising terrible act that we are all operthe workers' compensation system ating under right now. It really
to increase benefits and bolster inhibits the injured person's abilretraining for employees forced to ity to receive benefits."
switch jobs because of serious
Most significantly, Patton proinjuries.
posed a 40 percent increase in
Patton's plan seeks to acceler- benefits paid to workers who are
ate the review of claims, sweeten still able to work, but were left
some attorneys' fees and make with a permanent partial disabilimore coal miners eligible for black- ty because of on-the-job injuries.
Turner. R-Harlan, said his bill
lung benefits.
The proposal unveiled Wednes- also would increase benefits and
day is aimed at silencing com- length of payment for seriously
plaints from labor since Patton injured workers.
Patton proposed more funding
pushed a stricter workers'comp system through the General Assem- to retrain workers who suffered
bly four years ago.
partial disabilities that prevent them
"We knew in 1996 that, con- from returning to their previous
sidering the dramatic and funda- jobs.
mental changes we had adopted,
He also proposed adjusting bena time would come when the pro- efits to older workers to ease their
gram would net:A to be reCiewed transition into retirement, and douand adjusted. That time has come," bling benefits to $50,000 when an
Patton said in a statement.
accident pauses death.
Rep. Johnnie Turner, lead spon"Our actuaries estimate these
sor of another proposal to over- changes will increase the cost of
haul workers' compensation, wel- workers' compensation in Kencomed the governor's proposal.
tucky by about 7.8 percent, which
"It's an excellent start," he said I believe is reasonable and affordof Patton's proposal. "It's a pro- able considering the larger than

expected reductions in premiums
which resulted from the 1996
changes," Patton said.
In pushing for new changes.
Patton forged a new alliance with
a powerful House leader. Patton said
that House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo agreed to sponsor his proposal. Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, had
harshly criticized the governor's
overhaul of workers' compensation four years ago.
A main criticism of the new
workers' compensation system n has
been directed at its treatment of
coal miners seeking benefits for
black lung.

EVENING
Pick 3:
5-8-8
Pick 4:
0-1-9-2
Cash 5:
1-2-3-9-28
Lotto Kentucky:
12-17-27-28-32-36
Sponsored by:

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
1-3-8
Pick 4:
9-4-0-2

district on whether to post the commandments in public schools.
A Kentucky law requiring the
commandments to be posted in
schools was struck down by the
U.S. Supreme Court in 1980.
A pro-commandments rally coinciding with the Senate vote drew
hundreds to the Capitol on Tuesday. Stein noted that one of the
speakers said a "religious war" was
needed to reclaim the country's
"Christian heritage."
Walton said Stein misunderstood his intent.
"The major emphasis of this ...
is on family," he said. "There was
no intent in this resolution to make
this an issue of one faith over another faith."

Bill would limit parent
killers' visitation rights

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Senate committee has approved a
bill to deprive visitation rights to
parents who killed their children's
other parents.
The bill would prohibit a judge
from granting parental visitation
rights unless a hearing showed
that visitation would be in the
children's best interest.

The proposal would apply to ,
people convicted of murder or,
manslaughter in the deaths of their
children's other parents.
The bill, which passed the House
last month, cleared the Senate Judi-,
ciary Committee ,on Wednesday
and now heads to the full Senate.
(The legislation is House Bill
355).
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Chamber of Commerce Building
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or package sales of alcoholic beverages would be allowed under
such an election.
111 addition, the bill now contains a provision that private clubs
that are found to have discriminatory membership practices by
the Kentucky Human Rights Commission can be refused a license
or have their licenses revoked.
The local option election would
be available only in precincts with
9- or 18-hole regulation golf courses in counties that are dry but
otherwise include a city that allows
alcoholic beverage sales.

MAKE A E3IG DIFFERENCE...
ONE CHILD AT A TIME!
United Way

Don't miss our annual
"Miss Spring"special edition
to be published
Monday, March 20th.
To advertise in this special publication
call our advertising department at

(270) 753-1916
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Karen Birdsong•Mary Ann Orr
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The bill is Senate Bill 39.

This Presidents' Day,
Union Planters is having
a loan sale.

Papa John's begins
takeover precaution
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— With
its stock price at the lowest level
in four years, Papa John's International Inc. announced this week
a stock-purchase rights program
to guard against any possible hostile takeover.
However, officials with the
Louisville-based company said they
were unaware of any such attempt.
"We just felt, at those levels,
we might be an attractive candidate for a takeover," said Papa
John's spokesman Chris Sternberg.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

A day earlier, the Senate passed
a resolution declaring the Ten
Commandments a historic document, not to be censored by public
schools. A reference to Christianity's influence on American history
was amended to say Judeo-Christianity, but only over the sponsor's
strenuous objection, Stein noted.
The sponsor, Sen. Albert Robinson, a Republican and Pentecostal,
said the amendment had "done
Christians and the Christian history
of this nation a terrible injustice."
The commandments, in JudeoChristian belief, were given by God
to Moses as the law for Israel.
Various Ten Commandments
bills are pending in the House. The
bill most often discussed would allow a referendum in each school

Big brothers

House panel approves bill to allow
liquor to be served at golf courses
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that could let golf courses in
moist counties serve beer or liquor
to parched players has finally
cleared a House committee.
Wednesday was the first time
the proposal has ever cleared the
House Licensing and Occupations
Committee in several years of trying.
Sen.
Tom
Buford,
RNicholasville, said the proposal
has been tightened over the years
and now is very restrictive. Buford
said the liquor license would only
be issued after a precinct local
option election and only to the
golf course. No other restaurant

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's only Jewish legislator
says her colleagues are causing
church and state to be less and less
separated.
Rep. Kathy Stein, a Democrat
from Lexington, Wednesday said
she was "about fed up" with thinly
disguised attempts in the General
Assembly to promote Christianity.
What ignited Stein was a resolution by two of her colleagues on the
House Education Committee, Reps.
Charlie Walton and Tom Kerr. It
urges schools to prohibit extracurricular activities on Sunday because
of students' "religious obligations,"
among other things.
Her Sabbath is from sundown
Friday to sundown Saturday, Stein
told Walton, a Republican from
Florence, near Cincinnati.
"I am beginning to get, as a
mother of three children, about fed
up with this thing," Stein said.
The resolution is another in a series of attempts by conservative
Christians to "impose a majority
faith," Stein said.

The offering grants the right to
buy one share of Papa John's common stock at half the market value
for each share held at the close
of business March 1.
The rights become active if anybody acquires beneficial ownership of more than 15 percent of
Papa John's stock without the directors' approval.

To celebrate the
holiday,Union Planters Bank is
doing the unthinkable We're opening

Details of the offering will be
outlined in a letter to shareholders after March 1.

our doors for a very special one-day-only
loan sale in our
Ballard, Butler,

ATTENTION: USERS OF FEN-PHEN OR REDUX
In September, 1997, Fen-Phen and Redux were pulled off the market after
they were linked to serious heart valve damage.
Since then, more than 7,000 lawsuits have been filed against the makers of
these drugs. Some of these lawsuits have already settled.
Recent discussions regarding a -global settlement" of these claims have been
well publicized. We strongly recommend that anyone who is considenng
accepting the proposed settlement first consult with an attorney who is knowledgeable about this litigation.
If you used Fen-Phen or Redux, you should know your nghts. Valve
damage is a progressive disease. and often symptoms are not noticeable.
Pulmonary Hypertension is another senous condition that may be caused by the
use of these drugs.
You may need more information if you fall into one of ihe following groups:
• You took Fen-phen or Redux for weight loss, even if you have no adverse
symptoms:
• You are having symptoms such as shortness of breath, swelling in the legs.
chest pain or heart palpitations: or
• You had an echocardiogram and know you have valve damage or pulmonary hypertension.
If you have questions about these important health and legal issues, please
call
CAREY & DANIS
8182 Maryland Avenue. Suite 1400
St. Louis. Missouri 63105
1-800-721-2519

Calloway, Graves,
Livingston, Marshall.

795%
arI. APR
Fixed Rate
Consumer Loans

McCracken, McLean. Muhlenberg, and
Ohio county offices
Need to consolidate your holiday
debt? Maybe you've had your eye on a
new boat or car, Now is your chance!
This great rate is available one day
only so you must act fast! Come by any
Union Planters Bank on February 21st to
fill out an application

SOLUTION:
O

man

ALIN ION
PLANTERS
BANK

Important facts you should know: 7 95% Annual Percentage
Rate (APR) rs available for applications received on February 21. 2000
at Union Planters Banks in the Kentucky counties
of Ballard, Butler. Calloway. Graves, Uvinysiun, Marshall. McCracken.
Mcleen. Mutsienberg. and Ohio NI applications we subiect to
approval and must meet certain minimum credit
standards to obtain the 795% APR. The 7.95% APR is riot evadable for
reel estate loans vivre onionplenters com ()Copyright 2000 Union
Planters Bank Member FDIC
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process continues
The lead editorial in the Feb.
9 New York Times restates the
flawed thinking of many when it
comes to peacemaking between
Israel and her hostile neighbors.
Responding to the latest attacks
by the terrorist organization Hezbolfat; which in just the last two
weeks have killed six Israeli soldiers and critically wounded 12
nor Syrian government has done
others, the editorial says, "it is
anything to restrain the flow of
important that during the hard bararms from Iran ,
Hezbollah
gaining both. sides continue to
through Syria.
demonstrate their shared commitSyrian-occupied Lebanon and
ment to peacemaking."
whatever constitutes a Lebanese
The only "shared commitment"
"government" aren't going to
is that of Israel's enemies: the
restrain the terrorists because terdestruction of Israel by many and
ror continues to be an instrument
any means. It doesn't matter how
of Israel's enemies. Watch for the
many times Israel's enemies viousual apologists to step forward
late agreements. It isn't Israel's
and blame Israel for failing to live
job to question why. It is Israel's
up to promises and endangering
job to do and die.
the "peace process." The cycle and
Not that it matters to anyone the scenario
are all too familiar.
in the Clinton administration, in
Those who want a real educaEuropean capitals or Arab dicta- tion on the
intentions of Israel's
torships, but these latest Hezbol- enemies should read
Daniel Pipes'
lah attacks are a flagrant viola- excellent article
in the February
tion of the 1996 Grapes of Wrath issue of Commentary.
In it, Pipes,
Understandings which prohibited the director of the Middle
East
the launching of attacks from with- Forum, writes: "The point
cannot
in civilian villages in Lebanon.
be made often or strongly enough
As usual, when Israel responds that, in their great majority,
Arato these attacks with air strikes bic speakers do continue
to repuand civilians are injured (which diate the idea of peace with Israel
is what Hezbollah wants so that .... In one of the most recent inIsrael will be bombarded with neg- depth surveys of Arab opinion,
ative public opinion) , the out- conducted by the political sciencries are directed against Israel. tist Hilal Khashan of the AmeriHow come the terrorists and their can University of Beirut, 1,600
protectors in Damascus get a free respondents. divided equally among
pass?
Jordanians, Lebanese, Palestinians
Even under the increasingly and Syrians, stated by a ratio of
accommodating Israeli Prime Min- 69 to 28 percent that they perister Ehud Barak, who is being sonally did not want peace with
further weakened by his own Clin- Israel.
ton-like campaign-finance scandal.
By 79 to 18 percent, they rejectIsrael has warned that any esca- ed the idea of doing business with
lation of terrorism from Lebanon Israelis even after a total peace.
would derail peace agreements. By 80 to 19 percent, they rejectDespite this, neither the Lebanese ed learning about Israel. By 87

to 13 percent, they supported attacks
by Islamic groups against Israel."
These are not seeds from which
peace grows.
This is proof that peace is
impossible with people who hold
such a worldview.
-Pipes 'faults the U.S. State
Department for coddling Muslim
extremists and glossing over their
objectives. But he says that Israelis
are their own worst enemies. They
have war fatigue and appear ready
to give up in exchange for phony
promises.
According to a recent Tel Aviv
University survey, notes Pipes,
"two-thirds of Israelis now agree
with the following dubious assertions: that most Palestinians want
peace; that signing agreements will
end the Arab-Israeli conflict; and
that if forced to choose between
negotiations and increased military
strength, Israel should opt for the
former."
These are illusions, and a suicidal ones at that.
The weaker in resolve Israel
shows itself to be, the stronger
and more emboldened her enemies
will become to finish the job and
reach the objective that has been
their goal since 1948 -- the obliteration of Israel from the map.
As Pipes concludes: "Again and
again, the record of world history shows, victory goes not to the
side with greater firepower, but to
the side with greater determination."
As of now, Israel's legion of enemies appears to be more determined.

Walking a fine line
WASHINGTON (AP) — Debating familiar differences in sharpened tones, Gov. George W. Bush
and Sen. John McCain each tried
to prove the other guilty of negative campaigning, without offering Republican primary voters any
new evidence on which to judge
their rival bids for the White
House.
Their arguments restated at close
quarters the disputes about campaign tactics, taxes, abortion and
conservative credentials they have
been aiming at each other from a
distance as they seek votes in the
South Caroling primary on Saturday.
Again, as in debates before,
there were no breakthroughs and
no blunders, nothing apt to change
the close, testy campaign for the
primary that will reinstate Bush
as the clear Republican front-runner, or validate McCain's campaign to topple him nationally as
he did in New Hampshire.
The ninth installment in the
Republican debate series, down to
three men now, had some incongruous moments, as when the
aggressive Alan Keyes interceded
to chide the leaders for their tone.
He said they should stop the "spitting match" and get to the issues.
Bush and McCain were the principals in the 90-minute debate
Monday night in Columbia, S.C.,
broadcast nationally by CNN as a
"Larry King Live" special.
At times, it had a talk show
flavor, with King addressing the
candidates as Alan and John, though
he always said governor to Bush.
"Please call me Senator, or Your
Highness," McCain joked after
King mentioned the first-name
Amid the bickering, Bush said
he considers McCain a conservative, not a liberal, and "a fine
man." McCain said Bush is "a
good man."
But they also exchanged accu-

sations of nasty, negative campaigning, and argued about who
started it. "This campaign spiraled
down," McCain said. "I want the
negativism out of it."
"I kind of smiled my way
through the early primaries, and
got defined," Bush said. "I'm not
going to let it happen again."
He also got beaten, soundly, in
New Hampshire, where McCain
won the primary by 18 points and
dented the Texas governor's frontrunner status.
Bush won in Iowa and Delaware;
McCain bypassed both states.
Bush repeated his complaint at
a McCain ad that accused him of
twisting the truth like President
Clinton, a comparison he called
"about as low a blow as you can
give in a Republican primary."
McCain said Bush "really went
over the line" by letting an ally
accuse him of abandoning veterans. "You're putting out stuff that's
unbelievable, George, and it's got
to stop," he said.
"This is probably the nastiest
campaign that people have seen
in a long time," McCain said. "But
look, I'm enjoying it, this is a
great and exhilarating experience."
Bush said McCain was playing
the victim. "Wait a minute," he
said. "Remember who called who
Untrustworthy."
So it went, alternating between
words of outrage and of agreement on issues.
They squabbled about abortion,
on which they basically agree, with
Keyes the absolutist denouncing
them both for favoring exceptions
to the ban they both advocate.

Daily News, Bowling Green
The Kentucky House misfired — and misfired
badly — when it voted against allowing police to
destroy confiscated weapons instead of auctioning
them off.
One can believe in the Second Amendment and
even be a diehard member of the National Rifle
Association and still realize local police departments should be given a choice in this matter.
Police departments now must turn over seized
weapons for sale if the rightful owners can't be
traced.
Many police departments, including Bowling
Green's, prefer to destroy the weapons. Urban
police departments, such as those in Lexington and
Louisville, also prefer to go the destruction route.
Certainly police officers in Lexington, Louisville
and Bowling Green have more experience in dealing with guns — and with criminals — than do
legislators in Frankfort.
As such, they should be heeded.
Rep. Bob Damron, D-Nicholasville, a main supporter of selling confiscated guns, said destroying
every gun seized would not reduce the number of
weapons on city streets.
Sure it would. Damron must be weak in math.
If Bowling Green police confiscate 25 guns during the year and destroy them, then there's 25
fewer guns on the streets unless there's some very
odd new math with which we're not familiar.
The proposal to provide choice to local police
departments was a sane and sensible bill, yet it
was gutted and rewritten to retain the current system of auctioning off guns.
What on earth possessed 82 members of the
House to vote for it?
Even pro-gun legislators should realize this is a
stupid bill. ...
The Independent, Ashland
Kentucky lawyers are at it again: Trying to
secure for themselves a service that is now ably
performed by non-lawyers.
The January publication of the Kentucky Bar
Association magazine, "Bench & Bar," includes an
opinion that title agencies and people who do not
have a financial stake in the transaction cannot
conduct closings without a lawyer To do so, the

They argued taxes, as they have
before, Bush saying he wants to
send more money back to taxpayers,
McCain urging a smaller tax cut,
with more funds to be used for
Social Security and debt reduction.
Neither candidate wanted to be
cast as the attacker, a role that
can turn off voters. But neither
wanted to let the other's offense
go unrebutted.
So they both tried to balance
offense and defense, hard lines
and softer ones, to use needles
instead of hammers.
As in McCain's double-edged
retort after Bush called his tax
plan a reflection of the Washington mentality.
"It's the grown-up mentality,"
McCain said, the mentality that
recognizes obligations like the
national debt have to be paid.
"I want to give people their
money back," Bush said. "... And
John, you know, grown-up or nongrown-up ... that's kind of a line
you're trying to come across with."
Indeed it was, against the rival
whose father, the former president,
had come to New Hampshire and
urged people to vote for his boy.
To Keyes, sitting between the
leaders and talking more than either
of them, their arguments were
"pointless squabbling."
Bush and McCain certainly
squabbled. The question now is
whether either of them scored points
in the process.

opinion said, amounts to the unauthorized practice
of law.
While the opinions expressed in the bar association's publication are not official, they are considered guidelines that should be followed by practicing attorneys.
The bar association created a firestorm in 1997
when it attempted to claim title insurance companies were, in effect, practicing law without a license.
It is illegal in Kentucky to practice law without a
license, and lawyers through the bar association
and the Kentucky Supreme Court determine just
what constitutes practicing law.
Because of the protests from title insuranceompanies, Realtors, bankers, consumers and the U.S.
Justice Department, the bar association's board of
governors rejected the 1997 proposal.
Now lawyers again are attempting to assure that
they have a financial stake in thousands of real
estate transactions, no matter how routine.
Last year, the board of governors approved a
scaled-down version that allows "real parties" to a
closing — the property buyers and sellers, and the
lenders — to handle closings without lawyers if
they choose.
That's called freedom of choice, but it's apparently not enough for some lawyers.
The opinion this year further narrows the times
when attorneys must not be present.
The opinion said real estate closings may be
conducted by the parties, such as the lender and
buyer, but otherwise an attorney must supervise or
conduct the closing.
If there were evidence that consumers were
being harmed by the lack of legal advice in real
estate transactions, then a case could be made for
requiring the presence of attorneys, but no such
evidence has been presented.
Instead, attorneys simply are attempting to direct
business exclusively to themselves. Instead of consumer protection, this is a job plan for attorneys
specializing in real estate transactions.
There are times when the services of an attorney is advisable in particularly complex real estate
transactions.
But whether an attorney or a title insurance
company is used should be the decision of those
involved in the transaction, not lawyers.
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Letter policy...
Letters must be brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040. Murray, Ky. 42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mlt@murrayledger.com
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EATHS

Bill to let voters
decide on merger

'Van- SetWaUnt/
Ivan Schwaum. 4, Gatesborough Circle, Murray, died today, Feb.
17, 2000, at a hospital in Naples, Fla.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Wildy Thomas Lee

Wildy Thomas Lee,.77, Indianapolis, Ind., formerly of Murray, died
Monday, Feb. 14, 2000, at 5 p.m. at St. Vincent Hospital, Indianapolis.
He had retired as greenskeeper at a golf course and was of Baptist faith.
His wife, Mrs. Ruth Lee, died Nov. 4, 1997, and one son, Clyde
Lee, also preceded him in death. Born Dec. 28, 1922, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late Thomas Henry Lee and Rosa Dalton Lee.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Stnithes and Mrs.
Judy Ruth Myers, Indianapolis, and Mrs. Loretta Harlow, Carmel, Ind.;
three sons, Loyd David Lee, Carmel, Ind., Gary Lee, Westfield, Ind.,
and Brent Lee, Indianapolis; one sister, Mrs. Mary Grace Bynum,
Murray; 27 grandchildren; 28 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Terry Garvin will officiate. Burial will follow in Scotts Grove Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Pauline Milner

Li

WORKING TOGETHER.. Three East Elementary fourth-graders
work on a project during reading.

Thile will perform concert
at MSU's Pogue Library

Chris Thile, a former Murray
State University student and a rising star in the recording industry,
will bring his eclectic blend of
bluegrass, folk and classical music
to MSU Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. He
will perform in the Pogue Library
Reading Room on Murray State's
campus.
Thile is no ordinary musician,
and his Murray State performance
will be no ordinary concert. He
will play mandolin and fiddle and
then discuss with the audience the
Kentucky roots of his music. The
CHRIS THILE
audience will be invited to participate in a question-and-answer
It is this eclectic blend cousession at the end of the per- pled with the artistic range of the
formance.
artist that makes this program a
The funeral for Mrs. Hazel Hayden is today at 11 a.m. at St.
"Leading Off," produced by must for western Kentucky resiJerome Catholic Church, Fancy Farm, where she was a member. Fr. Sugar Hill Records Inc., appeared
dents and for students, faculty and
Delma Clemons is officiating.
when Thile was just 13 years old. staff at Murray State.
Pallbearers are Brannon Thompson, Ryan Thompson, Jason Buck
, "Stealing Second" came several
The program is sponsored by
man, Nathan Buckman, Cara Wilson, Barrett Wilson, Kayla loon and years later.
the
James 0. Overby Kentucky
Jimmy Brewer. Burial will follow in the church cemetery with arrangePete Wernick, the producer of History and Culture Series, a series
ments by Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield.
"Leading Off," suggested that named after the late professor and
Mrs. Hayden, 69, Fancy Farm, died Monday, Feb. 14, 2000, at Thile's "combination of youth and
general counsel for the university.
4:20 p.m. at her home.
talent makes you wonder just how
Overby's dream was for the
Her husband, Howard Hayden, one sister, Margie Spalding, and her intricately human beings can be
university to sponsor a series of
parents, John Spalding and Helen Roberts Spalding, all preceded her wired. It's not just his mandolin
programs each year to highlight
in death.
chops -he's got subtlety and style, the rich texture of Kentucky's hisSurvivors include three daughters, Mrs. Marilyn Thompson, Mrs. a boundless imagination and most
tory and culture.
Donna Buckman and Mrs. Cathy Wilson, and three brothers, W.C. important, something to say."
For more information about the
Spalding, Joe Spalding and Sonny Spalding, all of Fancy Farm; one
Thile's musical moods range Chris Thile program on Feb.
22,
sister, Mrs. Carolyn Ramsey, Murray; six grandchildren.
from rollicking in "Holdin' Down contact Dr. James
Duane Bolin,
the Fort" and raucous in "Ship- Overby' Committe
e chair, in the
wrecked," which he wrote at age departmen
t of history at MSU at
The funeral for Gayron G. Mohler will be today at 1 p.m. in the eight, to eerie in "Slime Rock" (270) 762-6578 or at (270) 759chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. James Rhodes and to serene in "Faith River." He'll 5960 at home.
also share his swing side with
the Rev. Jeff Vann will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Michael K. Carter, Joe Cope, Robert Morris, "Panhandle Rag," his bluegrass
Jerry Mason, Wayne Ramage and Wade Stricklin. Burial will follow foundation in "Old Dangerfield"
SUBSCRIBE
and a flair for the ornate in "Chris
in Temple Hill Cemetery in Calloway County.
Cross."
Mr. Mohler, 80, St. Rt. 80 East, Mayfield, died Tuesday, Feb. 15,
2000, at 11:16 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired bus driver for the Graves County School System, he was
an Army veteran of World War II and a member of High Point Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Born Nov. 4, 1919, he was the son of the late Samuel Mohler and
Florence Anderson. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Mrs.
Reba Tidwell, and eight brothers, Lloyd, Ray, Ernest, Earl, Ward,
Clarence, Curt and Dallas Mohler.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Erlene Mohler; one daughter, Mrs. Zan Beth Usrey, Dayton, Ohio; one son, Michael (Mike)
Mohler, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Gladys Brown, Hardin; three grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Mrs. Pauline D. Milner, 87, Hastings, Mich., died Tuesday, Feb.
15, 2000, at 12:47 a.m. at Thornapple Manor there.
She had taught school in Paducah for 37 years before her retirement. Her memberships were in Elder Bloom Club of Paducah, Daughters of the American Revolution, First United Methodist Church in
Hastings and Hastings Woman's Club.
Mrs. Milner was the daughter of the late William Davis and Radie
Kaler Davis.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lavinia Carolyn Kineman,
Hastings; three brothers, Jesse W. Davis, South Fulton, Tenn., Marvin
L. Davis, Clinton, and William F. Davis, Murray; three grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 9 a.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. David Atkinson will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Clinton City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill to let Louisville and Jefferson
County voters decide whether to
merge city and county governments has moved forward after an
emotional hearing that could
presage a bitter fall campaign.
The proposal easily cleared the
House State Government Committee Wednesday after lawmakers heard sharply differing opinions about the need for merged
government for Kentucky's most
populous city and county.
Rep. Larry Clark, a veteran legislator, became choked with emotion as he urged rural colleagues
to put the issue on the ballot.
Clark, D-Louisville, said merged
government would improve his
community for future generations.
Opponents, some holding antimerger
signs,
occasionally
expressed their opinions from the
audience in response to testimony.
The bill drew only one dissenting
vote, from Rep. Jim Wayne, DLouisville.
Wayne
acknowledged
that
Louisville and Jefferson County
need reorganized government, but
said there perhaps are "some
demons in the details" of the proposal crafted by a task force of

elected officials from Jefferson
County.
Wayne said he wanted guarantees that government services
wouldn't diminish, and advocated
a separate vote for Louisville res-

idents in deciding whether to merge
their government with the more
populous county.
"Our goal has to be one community where people respect and
care for each other," he said. "We
don't have that right now."
The committee amended the bill
to push up the referendum to this
November if the bill passes the General Assembly. Originally, the referendum would have been in May
2001.
Putting the question on the
November ballot will save taxpayers
money and ensure a high voter
turnout, supporters said.
The
supporters
included
Louisville Mayor Dave Armstrong
and Jefferson County Judge-Executive Rebecca Jackson. The bill's
sponsors include a bipartisan group
of legislators from Jefferson County.
"It is our goal ... to develop a
government that makes sure every
person in Jefferson County is well
represented," Jackson said.
The legislation is House Bill 647.

Stock Market Report

Prices as
of 9 a.m
Dow Jones Ind. Avg...10620.05 + 58.64 Intel
108'2+ f/i.
Air Products
28% +94, Kroger.
161,2
AT&T
49%.-% L G & E
16'.-',.
Bell South
42°Ti. +% Lucent Tech
52% +".
Briggs & Stratton
37%
Mattel
11 1 1.
Bristol Myers Squibb 63% +%2
McDonalds
Caterpillar
381
/
2 -n/i.
Merck
65% +%,
Daimler Chrysler
64% +%.
Microsoft
99 + 1'.
Dean Foods
30/
+%.
1
2
16% +I.
Exxon-Mobil
78% - 1% J.C. Penney
Pfizer,
Inc.
Firstar
34%.
+%
21%.+%
Quaker Oats
Ford Motor
Schering-Plough
General Electric
133% General Motors
75% + 14 Sears
Goodrich
22% +%. Texaco
50%.
Goodyear
23% A, Time Warner
77% +%
HopFed Banks ....12% B 13%A Union Planters.—........
IBM
1161
/
2+% UST
201 +%
Ingersoll Rand
42% -% Wal-Mart
52% -%

Mrs. Hazel Hayden

Gaylon G. Mohler

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock.
unc - price unchanged

41*
HILLIARD
MINS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
•t,4":141,.

SINCE la"

J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc.• Member NYSE
and SIPC

ACTIVATION FEES,

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE FOR FAST REFUND!
"DIRECT DEPOSIT FOR EVEN FASTER REFUND."

THEY'RE SO 90s,

Burkeen Bookkeeping
Tax Service
163 West Grove Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

753-6730

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs!

GET GTE WIRELESS AND PAY NO ACTIVATION FEES.

We can provide information and coverage for your

You could pay an

100

now through March 31, 2000. What's more, GTE Wireless also gives you a choice of
affordable HomeChoicesm calling plans, like 100 minutes for just $25 a month. And

FINA
R
M
SURANCE
Your Home
Other Structures
Personal Property
Additional Living Expenses
Farm Personal Property
Farm Buildings
Medical Payments
Comprehensive Farm Liability
Damage to Property of Others
Options to suit your needs

activation fee, but why? With GTE Wireless you get free activation

ANYTIME
MINUTES

when you odd in our huge calling areas and flexibility to change plans anytime, you can

25

see why GTE is the wireless service of the 21st century. Call 1-800-800-4GTE today.

A MONTH

CED
High -Performance
Large Easy To Use Dsploy

WIRELESS

FOR INFORMATION ON CORPORATE SALES, CALL 1 -800-$
97- 3170

Ask About Shelter's

LIFE,AUTO, HOME,BUSINESS
coverages too

GTE WIRILESS AGIN?:

www.sheIterins.com

..et -h o
•r
**

sit
•

Murray

We'll always
be therP for you

T(') I(

77n 767 o)1
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N 12th St. • Murrny
759-1033 or 75341873
Licensed in KY & TN
Shelter Insurance Cos , Home Office: 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

1-800-1100-4GTE)

Now ,
0 0 yeor sersice ogreemeni required on selected HorneChosce Pions Credo check required, depose
mos be required Customer must feeds ond p-osade o home and billing address within the GTE Wiese.= racor.
S4 where sernce octivoted Applscoble long chtiorKil, roommg, directory missies/sm,
roses. surchorges and osseeemeres ore oddissonol Other moroont may op* Ofir sods Mord+ 31. 2000
0 GTE wIroksi, 2000
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Another special event planned by the young people from
Christian Community Church is their effort planned Friday
and Saturday to help fight hunger and poverty around the
world. The young people will go without food for 30 hours
during these two days. They will join in thousands of others
across the United States in the annual World Vision 30-hour
Famine.
Participants are asking family, friends and neighbors to sponsor them with pledges as they go without food for 30 hours to
identify with those who are hungry. Through videos, games,
special events and involvement in local community service projects, the young people learn about hunger and what they can
do to help others.
As part of the famine, local participants will be collecting
canned goods for Need Line at local grocery stores. For more
information about how to help the young people in this project call Sarah Cunningham at 759-0492.

DEPARTMENT MEETING - Angela Massey, left, and Nancy
Wright were hostesses for the January meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
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LifeHouse needs items
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club met
on Jan. 24 at 9:30 a.m. at the
dub house.
Suianne Doyle presented a program NA orkshop titled "Do You
See What I See?"
She instructed members in using

oil-based crayons and their talents
to create drawings of colors reflected off their surroundings.
Toni Hopson, co-chairman,
presided. Names were tabled for
membership.
Hostesses were Nancy Wright
and Angela Massey.

Support
Local
Merchants

8//erg 4/E00(4/g
EA/WERE/WK.
C47-014Z1 Tle
147E17-7#
ZENER

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

Snow Day
PG- 1:25 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:25

PINE RIDGE FARMS
Presents

The Beach
R- 1:10 - 3:35 - 7:10 - 9:35

EMU OIL
PRODUCTS

The Tigger Movie
G- 1:20 - 3:10 - 7:20 - 9:10

•PURE EMU OIL
•EMU-X PAIN RELIEF ROLL-ON
•PSORIASIS/ECZEMA CREAM
•HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
•FACIAL CREAM
*HAND & BODY LOTION
•100% ALL NATURAL SOAP
•LIP BALM

The Next Friday
- 1:15 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:15
Scream 3
- 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:40

John & Oneida
White
State Line Road E.
Hazel, KY

Down To You
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:30 - 7:30- 9:30
Hurricane
R- 1:00 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:45

(270)492-8586

••••••••••••••

• Program Information •
•
Call 753-3314
•
••••••••••••••

CELLTOUCH,inC.
Dixieland Shopping Canter
Etehind Hardees on Chestnut St-)

100% MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE!

767-9111
FREE Nokia ohm Car charger
and

Ask us
about
Prepaid
Cellular
ex new one, yp,ar serwe agreement Subteot to credit cneck 3nd approval Fee
be
p-1
Bar • ter— nation of contract_ O'ber restnctons ma a
101/
1
4H ends 2/29/CO.

_

Dr. and Mrs. Todd L. Bohannon

Trainer and Bohannon
wedding vows are said
Stephanie Jane Trainer, daughter of David and Pam Smith of Memphis, Tenn., and Dr. Todd Lance Bohannon, son of Johnny and Toni
Bohannon of Murray, were married Saturday, July 3, 1999, at 5 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Dorothy Quimby of Fort
Worth, .Texas, and Jack Henderson of Abilene,. Texas. The groom is
the grandson of Ernest and Maxine Bohannon of Benton and of Mrs.
Rubye Burchett and the late Clinton Burchett of Murray.
John Dale, minister of Glendale Road Church of Christ, officiated
the double ring ceremony.
Presenting the music were Kaci Bolls, Raybo Dunn, Chris and
Keni Thompson and Dayton Blake. For the seating of the groom's
mother the "Wedding Song," recorded by Karen Bolls and the late
Jerry Bolls in 1990, was played. "Canon In D" was played by Kelly
Bolls Mackey as the bride was escorted by her parents in the processional.
Given in marriage by her parents, the bride wore an ivory floor
length gown with an off the shoulder tucked bodice. Her veil of illusion was attached to white bandeau. She wore a single strand of
pearls. She carried a bridal bouquet of various shades of flowers.
A special song to the bride and groom was presented by Tyler
Bohannon, brother of the groom, accompanied by Andy Gurley, guitarist, Nashville, Tenn.
Amanda Young of Gary, N.C., was the maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Alaina Vest and Alyssa Vest, cousins of the bride from Pow-derly. Texas. The flower girl was Lena Bohannon, Benton, cousin of
the groom.
Tyler Burchett Bohannon was his brother's best man. Groomsmen
were Johnny Bohannon, father of the groom, and Dr. Sean Willgrutier, Louisville. The ring bearer was Mitchel Bohannon, cousin -of the
groom.
Ushers were Jared Trainer, brother of the bride, and •Shawn Gore,
John Gore, Josh Burchett, Brent Burchett and Andrew Pilgrim, cousins
of the groom.
Ginny Pilgrim, cousin of the groom, served at the guest registry.
Directors of the wedding were Karen Bolls and Peggy Carraway.
A reception, hosted by the groom's parents, followed at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Dr. and Mrs. Bohannon are now residing at 1317 Oakhill Dr.,
Murray.
A rehearsal dinner, catered by Murray State University Catering
Service and hosted by the groom's parents, was held at Glendale
Road Church of Christ on July 2, 1999.
Special events held in honor of the couple were a bridal tea on
May 21 at the home of Karen Bolls; a patio party hosted by Tommy
and Peggy Carraway on May 22; a shower by Glendale Road Church
of Christ on May 23; a bridesmaids' luncheon, hosted by the bride's
grandmother, Dorothy Quimby, at Shoney's Inn on July 3.

LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center is in need of size 3 and size
4 diapers and diaper wipes of any brand. If you would like to
donate any amount of these items, please bring your donation to
LifeHouse at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray. Donations made to LifeHouse are tax-deductible. For more information call 753-0700.

MHS 1980 Class planning reunion
Murray High School Class of 1:980 will hold a 20-year reunion
meeting on Feb. 28 at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. All classmates who
are interested in working on the reunion committees are encouraged to attend or call Teresa Garland at 753-8823.

CCHS meeting on Monday
A Project Graduation 2000 meeting for all parents of seniors at
Calloway County High School will be Monday at 6 p.m. in the
school cafeteria. A sponsor says "please make plans to attend as
your support is important to our students."

5K Celebration Run/Walk today
The YMCA and Murray State University will host a 5K Celebration Run/Walk today (Thursday) at 3:30 p.m. starting in front
of MSU Carr Health building. There is no entry fee for the race,
just show up and run. A prize of a free two-month pass to the
YMCA will be given to first man and first female across the finish line. For information call 759-9622;

West View plans activities
Special activities planned for the residents of West View Nursing Home include Devotion with Virgil Hale at 10 a.m., Exercise
at 10:30 a.m. and Cooking at 2 p.m. on Friday; Scotts Grove Baptist Fellowship at 10 a.m. and Room Visits at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday; Sunday School at 9:45 a.m. and Flint Baptist Church at
2:30 p.m. on Sunday; Poplar Spring Baptist Church at 10 a.m. and
Cooking at 2 p.m. on Monday.

Singles (SOS) plans events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) have planned events. Tonight
(Thursday) the group will attend the Mayfield Dance from 7 to 11
p.m. at Mayfield. The group will have dinner and attend a movie
on Friday. On Saturday the group will visit Big Daddys at Paris,
Tenn. The SOS is a support group for all singles whether divorced,
widowed or never married. For information call Vicky at 759-5395
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Special event planned Sunday
Sunday Afternoon Blessings of Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church for children will meet Sunday at 2:30 p.m. for bowling at
Corvette Lanes. the group will then return to the church for pizza.
Visitors are invited. For information call 753-5048.

Four Rivers Friends will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway County Public Library. All musicians and listeners are invited to attend. For more information call Velvaleen at
753-6979 or Jack at 753-1752.

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Pre-school Co-op taking applications

Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it?
Our owners are our installers!
Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!

Murray Pre-school Co-op is now accepted applications for enrollment for 2000-2001 school year. The three-year-old class meets
Tuesday and Thursday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and children must be
3 by Oct. 1, 2000. the four-year-old class meets Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. For an application call Lane
McDuffie at 753-9222.

Over 34
Years Exp.

753-7728

CARP

Benefit chili/hot dog supper planned

1
4fi
& FL OR COVERIN

Hwy. 611 1-12 Miles South of Murray to Torn Taylor Rood. Right 1500 yards
CERAMIC TILE • C()MP III I • VINYL .11AVADWC/On • CAF4I1

ATTENTION MOMS
C0/21..i9t21/29 G.A4 tfiE "C. 3.

6tfi GSEmi-dgrinuar

arE

Wed., Feb. 16• 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Thur., Feb. 17• 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Fri., Feb. 18 • 7 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 19• 7 a.m.-1 p.m 1/2 Price Sale!

Calloway County Schools Transportation/HS Food Service Relay
for Life Cancer Team will have a chili/hot dog supper on Tuesday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the high school cafeteria. All funds
will go for this team for the Relay for Life Cancer Walk on May

Special singing on Friday
Hoyt Cleaver Jr., song leader at Almo Church of Christ, will be
coordinator for the special annual gospel singing to be Friday at
7 p.m. at the church, located off Highway 641 North on Highway
464. Congregation& singing will be led by several song leaders in
the area.

Every Friday Night

Commercial Building at the Henry County Fair Grounds
Name Brands • Top Quality Clothing • Boys Newborn - 20
• Girls Newborn-Pre-teen • Maternity Clothes• Strollers
• Car Seats• Playpens • Highchairs • Toys • Books
•Everything You Need For Children

For Info Call 901-644-1126 • 901-642-9937.

REUSE THE NEWS

RECYCLE

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60% 75% and 90%
'Air Conditioned Accommodations for Smokers and Non Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License 40181

PAINTIN
paintinc
County
Streets,
express
vided ti
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Nixon selected by Rotary Club

BIRTHS

Laura Nixon, an honor student
at Murray High School, was recentMike LaCombe and _Heather Cumtleq,of 385 Dublin Hill Rd., Fancy' ly chosen the Rotary Club Student of the Month. She is the daughFarm, are the parents of a daughter, Morgan Elizabeth LaCombe, born
ter of Larry and Teresa Nixon.
on Friday. Feb. 4, 2000, at 6:53 p.M. at Murray-Calloway County
The student will graduate this
Hospital.
June
and is ranked number one
The baby weighed eight pounds eight ounces and measured 21
in her class with a 4.0 GPA and
inches.
Grandparents are Larry and Dianne LaCombe of Auburn, Wash., will receive the highest level diploma possible, the Commonwealth
and James and Sharon Cumbee of Fancy Farm.
diploma.
Nixon is actively involved in
numerous clubs and organizations.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Anderson of 253 Raybum Rd., Murray, are
She is currently secretary of the
the parents of a daughter, Hannah Layne Anderson, born on Sunday, Spanish Club and
has competed
Feb. 6, 2000, at 8:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
and placed in both the regionals
The baby weighed five pounds nine ounces and measured 18 inch- and state foreign language
festies. the mother is the former DeAnn McCuiston.
vals.
Grandparents are Janice McCuiston and Keys McCuiston, both of
She is the president of MHS's
Murray, and Carolyn Anderson and Jesse Anderson of Owensboro.
marching band of which she has
been a member the past four years.
She has also competed in All DisMr. and Mrs. Jeremy C. Price of Murray are the parents of a trict, All State and Quad State Band.
A four-year letterman of the
daughter, McKenna Elizabeth Price, born on Saturday, Jan. 15, 2000,
varsity softball team, she has also
at 3:05 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds three ounces and measured 20 1/2 participated on the speech team,
worked with the Paducah Youth
inches. The mother is the former Crystal Rowland.
Grandparents are H. Curtis and Teresa Price and Mark and Crys- Symphony Orchestra, and been an
active member of Tr -Alpha, Tiger
tal Rowland, all of Murray.
Pride, Pep Club, FCA and UniGreat-grandparents are Herman and Violet Price of Sedalia, Noble
versity Church of Christ youth
and Cleva Paschall of Puryear, Tenn., and Jimmie and Elizabeth Rowland and Connie Lee, all of Murray. A great-great-grandmother is groups.
During her high school career,
Mrs. Audie Byars of Murray.
she was chosen the Hugh O'Bri-

Morgan Elizabeth LaCombe

Hannah Layne Anderson

McKenna Elizabeth 'Price

LAURA NIXON
an Youth Leaders
representative, chosen to at
Governor's
School for the
and represented MHS at
e Governor's
Scholars Program.
She is a member of the National Honor Society and was voted
this year by her peers as "Most
Likely to Succeed."
Nixon plans to attend college
following graduation in June.

Happy
60th
Anniversary
Opal
PAINTING PRESENTED - Maria and Pat Gonzales show the
painting of the house of the Literacy Project of Calloway
County Adult Education Services at South Ninth and Poplar
Streets, Murray. Pat Gonzales' painting was given as an
expression of her gratitude for the tutoring services provided to her sister.

VALENTINE QUEEN - Heidi
Heiss has been crowned as
the
1999-2000
Valentine
Queen of the Xi Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. She
was crowned at a Valentine
dinner at Dutch Essenhaus
by last year's queen, Kathy
Wrye.

Porter
Holland

AWARD WINNERS - Eastwood Christian Academy rewards
students monthly awards for best display of various character traits. Presented the "Compassion" award were, front
row, Katrina Wulff, grades 1- 3, Madalyn Linzy, grades 4-6,
and back row. Andrew Cutini, grades 7-12. Also pictured is
Principal Joey Adair.

SPRIMIG
A spring reading program will be offered for children in primary through sixth grade by Murray State University's
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education.
Beginning Wednesday, February 23, the sessions will continue
on Mondays and Wednesdays through May I from 3:30 p.m. t(,
4:20 p.m. in Murray State's Special Education Building.
The program is designed to provide children with positive
reading experiences. One-on-one tutoring is provided by Murray
State undergraduate students enrolled in a reading practicum
The cost of the program is $90, but fees may be reduced significantly if financial need exists.
"The MSU reading program has been offered for many year
said Tiffany Wheeler, Distinguished Practitioner in the
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education."The individualized attention children receive from their tutor and the
focus on successful reading experiences help build confidence
and enthusiasm for reading."
The deadline for applying for the spring reading program is
February 22. To apply, call 270-762-2446 or for more information contact Wheeler at 270-762-6891.

.Vvitco.c7"- rAsee- Aiqrs

Attend The Church of Your Choice

ATTENTION
PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER
woulcl like to invite you
to OUP...

DO NOT BE FOOLED
BEASLEY'S
500 NORTH 4TH STREET •
MURRAY. KY
270.759.0901

BEASLEY'S
1801 BELL AVENUE
PARIS. TN
901.642.4077

KA Annual

Stcrewicle
Sale
10% to 50% Off Storewide

SEIMICE/ALMNTEILUKE
AGIMEJAENT ROMANI

PRIMESTAR CUSTOMERS

FREE 6 MONTHS
PROGRAM/MK
(TOP 40 S/9" UMW)

Manufacuturer
Suggested Retail
Price $199"
More('hannek...More( toliccs "
I

Limited Edition Prints,
Beautiful Sculptures, Unique Photo Frames,
Silk Plants, Trees and Mirrors
BE

Monday, ret. 211
Him —
Saturday, fel). 26th
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

301 N. 12th St.• University Square
Murray • 759-1019
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Racers ride
emotions into
KU game
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Confidence and emotions are at an
all-time high in the Murray State Racers' camp these days.
After a stimng week that included
crucial wins at Eastern Illinois and Southeast Missouri State, the Racers find
themselves in a familiar place - atop
the Ohio Valley Conference standings.
With four games remaining in the
regular season - including tonight's home
clash with Eastern Kentucky - Murray
controls its own destiny in the race for
the league tournament's top seed.
"I think we're playing with a lot
more confidence now than we have all
season," said Racer head coach Tevester
Anderson. "We're playing for a purpose
now - that's to win the conference. And
we control what happens from here on
out."
The Racers (18-7, 11-3 OVC) began
their climb back to the top of the conference standings with home wins over
Tennessee-Martin and Tennessee State.
Then came a Feb. 10 matchup in

Scoreboard
problems
receiving
attention
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A consultant from Daktronies, Inc., will be in Murray
for the next four days to make
repairs and observe the functions of the overhead scoreboard
at Murray State's Regional Special Events Center, said assistant athletic director Kenny
Roth.
During the last homestand,
the scoreboard malfunctioned
and was unusable. The individual players' points and fouls
board was not working, nor
the matrix board that displays
graphics and key information
during each Racer and Lady
Racer home game.
"We regret the inconvenience
this has been for our fans attending recent games, but we're
working with the people from
Daktronics to fix this problem," Roth said. "A consultant will be at both the Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
games this week to help us
get the entire board up and
running again."

Charleston, Ill., where Murray came from
15 down on a poor shooting night to
top the Panthers 82-77.
"I think the Eastern Illinois game
really helped to rebuild our confidence,"
Anderson noted. We realized then that
we could play on the road with the best
teams ... And they (EIU) might have
the best talent in the conference."
According to Anderson, the EIU game
could have been a springboard to last
Saturday's showdown with the then-league
leading Indians.
The Racers took charge from the
opening tip in that contest, coasting to
an easy 77-60 win in front of a national television (ESPN2) audience and the

• See Page 9
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo

ON A ROLL...Isaac Spencer and the
Murray State Racers regained first
place in the Ohio Valley Conference standings after downing
Southeast Missouri State last Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.

Wildcats down
thin Tide 66-54
at Rupp Arena
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Down 16 points in the
second half at No. 19 Kentucky, Alabama coach Mark
Gottfried was hoping to see some sign of life from his
injury-riddled team.
He got his wish as the Crimson Tide rallied to cut
the lead to five points before losing 66-54 Wednesday
night.
"I was proud of our players," Gottfried said. "We
kept fighting and got to where we were shooting fouls
shots to cut it to four. We just didn't seem to have
enough."
It's hard enough to play at Rupp Arena at full strength.
But Alabama (11-12, 4-7 Southeastern Conference) has
been forced because of injuries to play its last two games
with only six scholarship players.
The return of guard Schea Cotton and forward Sam
Haginas provided a little more depth, but the two were
rusty, managing a total of six points and three rebounds
in 20 minutes.
"Schea hasn't practiced and I thought he looked real
out of sync," Gottfried said. "And I didn't really want
to play Sam. He has come a long way after separating
his shoulder, but we didn't want him rO lose any ground."
Kentucky (18-7, 8-3) had experienced its own tribulations of late, dropping its last two games by double
digits to conference rivals. Coach Tubby Smith wanted
his squad to push the tempo against Alabama, a strate-

• See Page 9

'Breds fall to
Belmont in
season opener
Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times

GOING FOR TWO...Kentucky's Jamaal Magloire scored 16 points to
help the Wildcats defeat for Murray State head coach Mark Gottfried's
Alabama squad 66-54 Wednesday night.

Belmont used a six-run rally with
two outs in the eighth inning to
down the Murray State Thoroughbreds 11-9 at Nashville's Greer
Stadium Wednesday.
Murray State (0-1), playing in
its season opener, jumped out to
an early 6-0 lead with a pair of
runs in the first inning and four
in the second.
Catcher Jason Varitek delivered
the big blow with a two-run homer
in top of the second, capping the
early surge.
But Belmont (2-1) worked its
way back into the contest with
two runs in the bottom half of
the frame and followed with three
more in the third to close the gap
to just 6-5.
The 'Breds appeared to pull
away in the top of the eighth,
loading the bases on a walk, an
error and a hit batsmen.
MSU pushed across the first
run on a groundout by Josh Ridgway and then added two more on

a single by Preston Weatherly to
take a 9-5 lead:
The 'Breds recorded the first
two outs with relative ease, and
seemingly were on their way to
a win.
But an RBI single by Luke
Hansen opened the floodgates.
Eric Fruechtemeyer later tied
the game with a three-run homer
before an error and a hit batsmen
put two batters aboard.
Dusty Bryant completed the
comeback with a two-run double
to give Belmont the victory.
Jason Glosser took the mound
loss for the 'Breds, giving up one
earned run on two hits. He left
the game after facing five batters.
Varitek, Chris Johnson and
Woody Winchester each had a pair
of hits to lead Murray offensively.
The 'Breds return to the field
Saturday when they host Indiana
State in a doubleheader in the
home opener. Action begins at
noon at Reagan Field.

Kukoc shipped to Sixers in three-team trade

By NANCY ARMOUR
go's second three-peat, was shipped to
AP Sports Writer
the Philadelphia 76ers on Wednesday in
DEERFIELD, Ill. (AP) — As long as a three-team deal that gives the Bulls
Toni Kukoc was still in a Bulls uniform, another No. 1 pick.
Chicago fans could fool themselves, pre"This is a very hard day for me." gentending the championship days really eral manager Jerry Krause said, fighting
weren't that long ago.
back tears. "But my job here is to rebuild
Sorry, folks. It took two slow, tortur- this franchise to the point where it was.
ous years to die, but the Bulls dynasty We think we've taken some major steps
is officially over.
today to do that."
Kukoc, the last key player from ChicaThe deal also sent Larry Hughes and

Billy Owens from Philadelphia to Golden State. and John Starks from the Warriors to the Bulls. The 76ers shipped
Bruce Bowen to Chicago.
While Kukoc, 31, was Krause's favorite
player, the trade was hardly a surprise.
Chicago's grand plan in the post-Michael
Jordaq era, is to stock up on draft picks
and get as far under the salary cap as
possiNg...to-litre-sorne. big-time free agents
thfs- summer.

Krause had already sold off the Bulls'
other valuable pieces, working out signand-trade deals for Scottie Pippen, Steve
Kerr and Luc Longley last season. By
trading Kukoc and his $4 million-plus salary
now — and picking up the free-agent-tobe Starks — the Bulls get a draft pick
and avoid the pressure of having to resign Kukoc this summer when he becomes
a free agent.
The Bulls now have three No. 1 picks

Weber signs soccer
scholarship at WKU
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
When he graduates from Calloway County High School, Jeremy Weber won't be taking his
kicks on Route 66.
Instead, the 6-0, 180-pound senior midfielder on the record-setting Laker boys' soccer team will
be heading down U.S. Hwy. 68
to Bowling Green, where he will
continue his soccer career at Western Kentucky University.
An all-district, all-region firstteam and all-state second team
performer during Calloway County's 16-6 march to its first regional title. Weber chose WKU over

Vanderbilt, Louisville, Memphis,
Centre. Kentucky Wesleyan. Belmont, Transylvania and Union
(N.Y.).
Weber, who signed his letterof-intent Feb. 2, liked what he
saw after meeting with head coach
David Holmes and the rest of the
Hilltoppers, who went 14-5 last
year. including a perfect record
against teams from Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana, while earning
Academic All-America honors.
"I got to meet with the team
during my official visit a month
ago, and I think I'll fit in well
there," said Weber, who has a 3.52
grade-point average at CCHS and

this year, though the latest comes with
strings attached. If Washington's pick,
which Golden State had left over from
the Chris Webber deal, is in the top three,
the Bulls have to wait for an unprotected No. 1 pick in 2001.
"The most important thing for us is
the future," Krause said. "We have committed to rebuilding this team. We've
committed to looking at every avenue to
rebuilding this team.

NBA disciplines Rodman

SIGNING DAY...Calloway County soccer standout Jeremy
Weber recently signed to play soccer at Western Kentucky.
is an Academic All-State honor- really took me in when we found
able mention selection. "Bowling out we shared a lot of common
Green is the right size for me.
like the campus and the players •
See Page
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By JAIME ARON
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS (AP) — It would be
the ultimate cage match, a payper-view extravaganza every NBA
player would surely watch.
The combatants in this tantalizing no-holds-barred free-for-all:
Dennis the Menace and The Cornmish.
Sure, Dennis Rodman is probably joking about wanting to go
mano a mano with David Stern,
and even if he is serious, there's
no way the NBA commissioner
would ever go for it.
But it is kind of fun to think
about.
Rodman had more time to think
about it after the league suspended him for one game and fined

him $10,000 Wednesday for his
behavior on the court the previous night.
Playing just his second game
for the Dallas Mavericks, Rodman
picked up consecutive technical
fouls with 7:13 left for arguing a
non-call against Milwaukee, then
for sitting on the court in protest.
The second technical meant an
automatic ejection, the 23rd of
Rodman's career. What got Rodman in trouble, though, was arguing with the officials, then running across the court and giving
his jersey to a fan.
League spokesman Chris Brienza said Rodman was punished for
"failing to leave the court in a

II See Page 9
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•Racers ...
From Page 8_
largAist--kr* in'SEMO basketball
histco- • wresting the top spot
frorff-the Indiaris after spending
nearly a month 1n second place.
Anderson compared the week's
events to another similar instance.
"It's always going to be one
game that gets you started,"
explained Anderson."Just like when
the Titans played the Bills in the
(NFL) playoffs. That gave them
the momentum to get to the Super
Bowl.
"This may not be quite the
same thing. But when you play
with that kind of emotion, it usually leads to success," he added.
The Racers' mood now is in
stark contrast to what it was the
last time they met the Colonels.
Murray limped into Richmond
on Jan. 20 off a two-point overtime win over rival Austin Peay
- and just five days removed from
a disappointing 84-78 loss to SEMO
that ended the Racers' 47-game
homecourt winning streak.
Even though MSU escaped
McBrayer Arena with an 82-77

victory, it did nothing to boost been the play of seniors Mike
the team's confidence.
Turner and Rod Murray.
Following their win at Eastern,
"When you're playing hard, that
the Racers continued to struggle - means you're playing defense and
barely nipping Morehead State in rebounding," he said. "And that's
overtime (87-86), falling to Mid- what's happening with Mike and
dle Tennessee State (81-79), edg- Rod. Those two guys have really
ing Tennessee Tech (77-75) and stepped up here lately."
dropping a Feb. 1 game at TSU
The Racers will have to con(77-75).
tinue their new-found defensive
Anderson admitted that the loss play to handle the Colonels (6to SEMO damaged his team's focus. 17).
"I didn't know it until they (the
Despite its record, Anderson
team) said, 'coach, you don't real- said Eastern Kentucky is much
ize how much that game took out improved from the squad the Racof us,— he said. "For a while, ers saw in Richmond.
they were very empty. So it did
"I think their inside play is gethave a lot of effect on them."
ting better, and their guard play
is improving," he noted. "(center
Another factor in Murray's reverChris)
Garnett is improving.
sal of fortunes has been its defensive play - highly criticized early
"They're no longer a freshman
in the season, but much more con- team. Their chemistry is better
sistent lately.
because they've played about 20
The Racers defensive turnaround games together. So we have to
included holding SEMO to just establish ourselves early."
33.3 percent shooting last SaturMSU concludes a two-game
day.
homestand Saturday against MoreA key to MSU's better defen- head State before ending the regsive intensity, Anderson said, has ular season with road games at

• Weber ...
From Page 8
interests."
In addition to Weber's skills,
Holmes also noticed the instant
camaraderie between the Laker and
his future teammates, who will open
the 2000 campaign against Final
Four participant Stanford.
"(Weber) is a hard-working
defender with good speed and athletic ability," Holmes said in a
statement released by WKU. "He
is a gritty player who plays with
composure under pressure, and he
will fit in well with our returning players, who have been so
successful both on the field and
in the classroom."
An all-state honorable mention
selection during his sophomore
year, when he started at nine different positions, Weber was a team
captain his final two seasons at
Calloway.
The son of Neil and Joan Weber
had honed his talent at fullback
as a four-year starter with the
Kentucky Olympic Development
Program '82 Team and as an allstar at the 1998 Clemson University Elite Soccer Camp, as well
as at the right fullback spot on
the prestigious Louisville Javanon
- 82 Select Club Team, which invites
top players from across the state.
Weber's two years with Javanon
produced championships at the
Tampa Sunbowl in 1998 and the
Kentucky State Cup and Bluegrass
Invitational in 1999. Javanon
wrapped up the 1999 season as
the eight-ranked team in the nation
following its runner-up finish at
the Snickers Cup regional tournament.
"I only had Jeremy for two years,

timely manner following an ejection and for verbally abusing the
officials."
It wasn't, Brienza said, for Rodman saying that he and the commissioner should "get some damn
gloves on and we go in the ring
and we can see who'll come out
the winner."
Rodman, who has been throwing verbal jabs at Stern for years,
was still talking about settling matters with his fists after practice
Wednesday.
"I expect David Stern is going
to do something, but I don't give

SPORTS BRIEFS
Prognosis optimistic for Calloway's Lassiter
An MRI exam Wednesday morning revealed a strained anterior eructate
ligament in the left knee of Calloway County girls' basketball standout Tiffany
Lassiter.
CCHS head coach Scott Shrills is optimistic that Lassiter will return in
time for the4ourth District Tournament, which will be held Feb. 28-March 3
at Murray High School, Meanwhile, the Lady Lakers' senior center, who leads
the team and is among the region's top scorers with an average of 19.2
points per game, will need rest to heal the injury.
Lassiter was injured in the second quarter of Calloway's 49-21 win over
Christian Fellowship Tuesday at Jeffrey Gymnasium when she landed awkwardly after grabbing an offensive rebound.
Just two games remain on the Lady Lakers' regular-season schedule, and
both are at home. Hickman County visits Jeffrey Gymnasium today before
Calloway entertains Fulton City for Tuesday's Senior Night festivities

Mason notches first ace of 2000 at Miller,
Joe Lynn Mason Sr. of Mayfield stroked a hole-in-one, the first of tf4e
millennium, Tuesday at Miller Memorial Golf Course in Murray.
Mason recorded the second ace of his golfing career with a 3-iron at the
par-3, 191 -yard ninth hole. Playing partners Ed Montgomery of Puryear,. Tenn.
and Chuck Wilson of Fort Lauderdale, Fla witnessed the perfect shot.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

• Wildcats ...
but he was one of the finer players in the region and the state,"
said Laker head coach Mark
Kennedy Sr., who thought Weber's
transition from fullback to midfielder was a key during Calloway's magical run last fall.
"I asked him to play a natural
position that he wasn't comfortable with at first, and if he hadn't adjusted to the role or been
such a great leader, we wouldn't
have won the region."
The Lakers' historic season
ended in a thrilling 2-1 overtime
loss to Fort Campbell in the subsectional round of the state playoffs, but for Weber, his high school
soccer career could not have come
to a better close.
"We've been dealing with (the
recruiting) process for about two
years, but this does put an exclamation point on the season," Weber
said. "We knew we would have
a good team when we were seniors, and we knew that if we were
going to win the region, that was
going to be the year."
Weber, who wants to major in
computer science at WKU, will
-have a chance to make even more
fans at the soccer-crazy school.
"Another thing we really liked
about Western was their fan support for soccer," said Joan Weber.
who noticed that the Hilltopper
faithful outnumbered the Vanderbilt crowd when she and her son
watched WKU and Vandy play
last fall in Nashville, Tenn. "Western is very unique in that, and
that's another thing that interested Jeremy."

• Rodman ...
From Page 8

MTSU (Feb. 24) and Tennessee
Tech (Feb. 26).
Lady Racers: Murray State 1211, 10-4 OVC)tries to continue its amazing run through the Ohio Valley Conference, hosting fourthplace Eastern Kentucky tonight at
5:30 p.m.
The Lady Racers won for the
ninth time in 10 games last Saturday with a 66-55 triumph over
Southeast Missouri State in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
MSU remains in sole possession
of second place in the league standings, behind first-place Tennessee
Tech (13-1, 18-7) and just ahead of
Middle Tennessee State (12-10, 95).
During the last meeting with
EKU, the Lady Racers walked out
of Diddle Arena with a 72-67 victory.
Murray will be gunning for its
fifth consecutive win.
The Lady Racers will conclude
the homestand Saturday, hosting
Morehead State before ending the
season with road contests at MTSU
and Tennessee Tech.

a damn," Rodman said before the
suspension was announced. "Me
and David Stern need to clear our
differences. Like I said last night,
let's get into the ring. He gets naked,
I get naked and let's go in and
get it on, brother."
After the suspension was
announced, Rodman said through
his spokeswoman: "I don't know
why all this focus is on me. I'm
a competitor. I want my team to
win and, yes, I got upset.
"But I'm being singled out only
because I'm passionate about winning. I'm here in Dallas to help
this team win."

RACER BASKETBALL
Murray State
Lady Racers
RACERS

VS.

Eastern
Kentucky
Lady Colonels
Thursday, February 17, 2000
5:30 p.m. at the
Regional Special Events Center

From Page 8

Van Haverstock

gy that nearly backfired.
The Wildcats did quicken the
pace and took a season-high 71
shots. But they made only 41 percent (29-of-71), including 2-of-23
from 3-point range.
"We did push and run the ball,
we just didn't put points on the
scoreboard," Smith said. "We certainly did not shoot the ball well,
even with open looks. We shot
the ball well in practice, it just
didn't carry over.
"I think we're still a little hesitant and not going up smooth. Their
zone gave us some problems and
that's something we have to
resolve."
Luckily for Kentucky, the interior game was firing on all cylinders.
Jamaal Magloire scored 16
points and Tayshaun Prince added
14, most coming on putbacks or
drives, with a total of 14 rebounds.
Forwards Jules Camara and Marvin Stone, who both missed practice time this week because of
injuries, came off the bench to
add a combined 19 points, 13
rebounds and four blocked shots.
Alabama was flat from the field
as well, shooting 32 percent (19of-59)and hitting more 3-point field

goals (11) than two-pointers (8).
The Tide made only one of
their first eight shots to open the
game and missed their first 10
shots of the second half, giving
the Wildcats a chance to take control of both halves.
"We put ourselves in a hole,"
Gottfried said. "In the first half,
we had some turnovers and got
into a hurried pace."
Alabama trailed 52-36 with
11:13 to play when freshman Rod
crizzard scored eight of his 20
points in a 13-2 run to pull the
Tide within 54-49 with 2:57 remaining.
Following a putback by Prince,
Kentucky forced a shot-clock violation on Alabama's next possession. Two free throws by Magloire
gave the Wildcats a 58-49 lead
with 1:43 to play, and the Tide
would get no closer.
Grizzard was 4-of-8 from 3-point
range and Terrance Meade was 4of-9 and finished with 13 points.
"I was very impressed with
Grizzard and Meade," Smith said.
"Both of them made a lot of 3s.
One of the things we were trying
to do was defend the 3-point shot,
and we didn't do a very good
job."

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
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Friday's Games
1Denver at Toronto, 6 p m
Cleveland at Philadelphia, 6 p.m
L A Lakers at Orlando, 6-30 p in
Miami at New Jersey, 6-30 p.m
L A Clippers at Charlotte, 630 pm
Vancouver at Minnesota. 7 p.m.
Houston at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m
Atlanta at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Washington at Portland, 9 p.m.
Boston at Golden State, 9:30 p.m
Seattle at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m.

All Times CST
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The 6th Annual
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Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Denver
Houston
Dallas
Vancouver
Pacific Division
Portland
L.A Lakers
Seattle
Phoenix
Sacramento
Golden State
LA Clippers
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2
4 1/2
9 142
11 1/2

Denver at Cleveland. 6-30 p.m.
Indiana at Milwaukee, 7 p.m..
Miami at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
Sacramento at Utah, 8 p.m.

AND
,

—
5
6
7
8
12 1/2
13 1/2
22 1/2

Midwest Division
W
Pct
L
San Antonio
32
18 640
Utah
29
19 .604
Minnesota
27
22 .551

Thursday's Games

z-Yreaen.6.

The
14th Annual

GB
—
1 1/2
5
7 1/2
10
13
17 1/2

Charlotte 95, Philadelphia 93
Toronto 91, New York 70
Atlanta 103, New Jersey 86
Cleveland 92. San Antonio 81
Miami 107, L.A. Clippers 88
L.A. Lakers 88, Chicago 76
Denver 107, Minnesota 104, OT
Milwaukee 112, Dallas 99
Houston 107, Detroit 102
Boston 101, Utah 99
Seattle 114, Washington 85
Portland 92, Golden State 83
Phoenix 117. Sacramento 108
Wednesday's Games
Indiana 109, Toronto 101
Orlando 129, L.A. Clippers 96
L.A. Lakers 92, Charlotte 85
New Neck 93, Minnesota 89
VancOu'ver 92, Washington 87
Portland 99, Golden State 95

Ilitorwasemairmiliiimars

FPait'
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WESTERN CONFERENCE

Tuesday's Games

CALL 753-1916
Nei

Nobody can protect your AUTO"
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct
Miami
31
17 .646
New York
30
19 .612
Philadelphia
27
23 .540
Orlando
25
26 .490
Boston
22
28 .440
New Jersey
19
31 .380
Washington
15
36 .294
Central Division
Indiana
33
16 .673
Charlotte
28
21 .571
Toronto
27
22 .551
Milwaukee
27
24 .529
Detroit
25
24
510
Atlanta
20
28 417
Cleveland
20
30 .400
Chicago
10
38 .208
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RACER BASKETBALL
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VS.
Eastern
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Thursday, February 17, 2000
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Black History specials to air
In celebration of Black History Month, two television specials
will air the weekend of Feb. 1819 on WQTV46.
"An African American Salute
to the Academy Awards" will air
Ezb. .19 at 8 p.m. and repeat on
Sunday at 4 p.m.This program takes
1 fast-paced look at 70 years of
the Oscars from the African American perspective.
Highlighting the stories and
careers of stars like Will Smith,
Opiah Winfrey, Eddie Murphy, Hattie McDaniel, Samuel L. Jackson
and Halle Berry,"An African American Salute to the Academy Awards"

combines the stories of Black Hollywood and Black History in motion
pictures.
"Faces of Courage" will air
Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. "Faces of
Courage" features African American leaders .athletic fields such
as Alexandra Stevenson, a new
star on the women's Tennis Tour;
Maurice Ashley, a former Grand
Champion of Chess; as well as
many others.
The program profiles African
American athletes who have demonstrated honor, dignity and conviction in their lives serving as role
models in the community They

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
ANNUL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

5.10% $low

9 Months

5.50% $1000

12 Months

6.00% $500

24 Months

6.75% $500

60 Months

5.65% $500

are modern-day heroes who make
up the rich legacy of African American achievement.
WQTV is a broadcast service
of Murray State University.

Local student
participates in
drama production
at Centre College
Jason Bright assisted in Centre
College's winter drama production,
"The Beauty Queen of Leenane."
Bright filled the role of assistant stage manager.
"The Beauty Queen of Leenane"
is Martin McDonagh's most successful play. It is part of the
writer's first trilogy of Connemarra
plays, including "A Skull in Connemarra" and "Lonesome West."
It was the winner of four 1998
Tony awards, Drama Desk, Drama
League, and Outer Critics Circle
Awards, and was named co-winner of the 1998 Lucille Lortel
Award.
"Beauty Queen" has only recently been released for amateur and
educational production, and currently it is the most popular play,
in America.
Bright is the son of John Bright
of Murray and Catherine Bright
of Bowling Green and is a graduate of Murray High School.

La
RECITAL - Jackie Hill, teacher, left, is pictured with her piano students at their recent
recital at Calloway County Public Library.

Piano students present recital
Piano students of Mrs. Jackie
Hill presented a recital at the Calloway County Public Library.
"Sounds of Christmas" was the
theme of the recital. Mrs. Hill's
students are from Calloway, Graves

and Marshall counties.
Students
performing
were
Heather Lowe, Janene Johnston,
Duncan Thurman, Claire Pittman,
Elizabeth Smith, Haley Haverstock, Will Pittman, Kelsy Daniel,

Takina Scott, Devon Saxton, Hanna
Jaco, Jacinda Lewis, ha Milgate,
Kristin Smith, Melissa Williams,
Rebecca Suiter, Katie Rogers, Kimberly Ray and Courtney Stephens.

Local group Soul Belly to perform
Soul Belly, a new local funk,
rhythm and blues, pop and dance
band, will be featured guests at
Murray State University's 2000
Black Student Leadership Confer-

Get your refund in half the
usual time...
or even faster with
Direct Deposit

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
February 16, 2000.
SOUL BELLY

Peoples
Bank
Serving
Murray-Calloway County
Since 1934
%11MISFR FDIC

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

ence,"Stepping Back to Our Roots,
Planting Seeds for Growth in the
New Millennium."
The band will perform a full
concert in the Curris Center Ballroom Feb. 18 at 9 p.m. All conference participants may attend the
concert, which is included in their
paid registration fee. A special discount price of $4 per person is
available for those wishing to attend

Authorized IRS e-file Provider

Page
Bookkeeping &
Tax Service
206 South 6th Street
Murray. Kentucky Phone: 753-8107
e-mail: pagetax@prodigy.net

/VA,/-1/ • •

the concert only.
Soul Belly has seven members,
six music majors and one engineering major. The group performs
tunes from legendary performers
such as Blood, Sweat and Tears,
Earth, Wind and Fire, the Allman
Brothers, Jimi Hendrix, Bob Marley, Santana and more.
In addition to playing at the
Black Student Leadership Conference, Soul Belly will be holding
a benefit concert to raise money
for the Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble, which
will be touring England in April.
The concert is slated for March 2
at 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Tickets are $5 each with all proceeds going toward the Wind
Ensemble European Tour Fund.
For more information on Soul
Belly, contact Stephen Keene at 1
(800) 272-4678 Ext. I or e-mail
him at kingkeene@yahoo.com.
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A part of

THE BROADWAY JUNIOR COLLECTION"
Based on a story and characters by Damon Runyon
Book by
.10 SWERLING & ABE BURROWS

YOUR DREAM KITCHEN BUILT
EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU

Music and Lyrics by
FRANK LOESSER

Thurs. Feb. 24, March 2 & 9 at 7:30 P.M.
Fri. Feb. 25, March 3 & 10 at 8 P.M.
Sat, Feb. 26, March 4 & 11 at es P.M.
Sun. Matinees Feb. 27 & March 5 at 2 P.M.
SILASCNTICIKIEIS 200C
NOW CN SAW
Guaranteed Seating • No Ticket Line
Flexible Exchanges

The Magic is Back!
Guys and Dolls Jr.

500 South 4th • Murray •(270)753-6450
Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash & Carry

•

Murder at the Howard Johnson's
You're a Good Man Charlie Brown
Great Tuna • Wait Until Dark
Dracula • Heidi

RESERVATIONS 6 INFORMATION
759-1752

University
film series to
present'The
Inheritors'
Murray State University's spring
edition of Cinema International continues Feb. 17-19 with a showing
of "The Inheritors." The film will
be shown nightly at 7:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center Theater on MSU's
campus.
The 1997 Austrian film is a
story of 10 peasants in pre-World
War II Austria who inherit land
at the death of their tyrannical
overlord.
But what might be good fortune turns out to be a curse when
it arouses the resentment of the local
landowners. It seems that selfesteem for some who possess it
resides in the comparison with those
who have nothing.
'The Inheritors" stars Simon
Schwarz, Sophie Rois and Lan
Rudolph. Directed by Stefari
Ruzowitsky, the 95-minute film is
rated "R." The film is in German
with English subtitles.
MSU students, faculty. staff and
community members are invited
to attend the showing at no charge
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Video conference to focus on race
The Multicultural Regional
Video Conference will focus on race
and ethnicity in schools this Saturday as part of the Dean's Series
of Multicultural Education for 2000.
MSU's College of Education
sponsors this series.
The Multicultural Video Conference will hold several sessions
on a variety of topics relating to
race and ethnic issues in school
and in society beginning at 9 a.m.
Participants will have the opportunity to select from several quality films to view. Following each
viewing, facilitators will guide the
audience in discussion of the issues
raised in the video and how the

a

THE YMCA BOARD

resources will be provided for each
participant.
The conference will also have
a panel discussion luncheon featuring Rebecca Powell, president
of the Kentucky Chapter of the
National Association for Multicultural Education (KY-NAME), and
Roger Cleveland, from the Kentucky Department of Education,
Division of Equity.
Registration will begin at 8:30
a.m. in the Special Education Building. The conference will begin
promptly at 9 a.m. and end about
3:30 p.m.
The cost of the conference is

$15 for students and $20 for nonstudents. Six hours of professional development credit will be awarded with the approval of specific
districts and 4.5 leadership credit
can be approved.
The video conference is sponsored in part by KY-NAME; the
Kentucky Department of Education, Division of Equity; and other
educational divisions.
The conference will also travel to Alice Lloyd College, Western Kentucky University and Boyd
County High School. For information on registering for Feb. 19
at MSU, contact Jo-Ann Hammons
at (270) 762-6810.
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Lack of exercise detrimental

a
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This week's article was written
for a corporate wellness presentation that the YMCA is presenting at Briggs and Stratton all this
week.
As I read the information that
YMCA Senior Program Director
Brenda McGarvey compiled, I
thought, "this needs to get out to
everyone." If you think smoking
is bad for your health, read on
and find out how bad not exercising is. You'll be surprised. I
appreciate how well Brenda put
this information together Enjoy.
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There are four primary risk factors for heart disease:
• Hypertension and elevated cholesterol — affects 10 percent of
the population
• Cigarette smoking — affects
20 percent of the population
• Physical inactivity — affects
60 percent of the population
"Man does not die because of
What this tells us is that there
the disease he has.. .he dies of
are
more people at risk from physhis entire life..."
ical
inactivity than all the other
The two questions I usually
encounter when approaching this three risk factors combined and then
subject is "does exercise provide doubled. Not only does physical
any benefit for me," and "what is inactivity pose a greater risk than
the minimum I have to do in order the risk factors, physical activity
to reap the benefits from exercis- can drastically effect the other factors by increasing HDL, decreasing?"
Well, here's the short of it. Yes, ing triglycerides, and decreasing
exercise does benefit you and inac- blood pressure an average, of
tivity can be very detrimental to lOmmHg.
your health. In fact, the Surgeon
So, the next important question
General's report released in 1996 is what do you have to do to reap
says that inactivity (anything less benefits from exercise? The simthan 20 minutes of continual exer- ple truth is all you have to do is
cise at least 3 times a week) is get off the couch.
equivalent to smoking a pack of
Everybody thinks it takes a
cigarettes a day. That was a real great deal of effort to improve
eye opener.
your health. However, it just takes
We have put a lot of time and moving from a low level to a
effort into separate smoking facil- moderate level of fitness and perities and preaching how bad smok- forming this type of exercise on
ing is for you - even second hand most days of the week.
smoke - and what we are findModerate level of fitness activing now is inactivity is just as ities include and are equal to 150
detrimental to your health as smok- calories:
ing one pack of cigarettes a day.
• 30 minutes of brisk walking
In fact, the American Heart Asso- or two brisk 15-minute walks
ciation has listed inactivity as one
• 15 minutes of running
of the primary modifiable risk fac• 30 minutes of raking leaves
tors for heart disease which is the
• two 10-minute bicycle rides
leading cause of death in the US,
• 32 minutes of table tennis
killing one million people annual• 29 minutes of social dancing
ly. This is costing us over 120
•29 minutes lawn mowing (push
billion annually in health care.
power)

We also know that if you engage
in a regular exercise program for
one year, your body acts as if
you have been exercising your
entire life. So, it is possible to
make up for lost time.
One of the biggest complaints
I hear from people is that they
don't have time to exercise. But
what we are finding is that you
will give up that time one way
or another.
We know that if you don't find
time for fitness, sooner or later,
you will be forced to find time
to stay home or at the hospital to
recuperate from a serious ailment
such as heart_ disease, diabetes or
cancer.
So what's a better business decision: to invest three hours a week
in fitness or to miss a couple of
days, weeks, months of work
because you suffered a heart attack
or some other ailment?
Whether you lead an abundant
life is up to you solely - not up
to the government, not up to your
job, or the medical community.
We especially know that how you
live the last seven to 10 years of
your life is determined by how
physically active you have been
the whole of your life.
You can live the last seven to
10 years dependent on someone
else or in a nursing home or you
can live those last years fully until
one day you just die.
If you have any questions, call
the YMCA at 759-9622. Obviously, we'd love you to come join
the YMCA, but whether here or
elsewhere begin an exercise program today. The YMCA builds
strong kids, strong families, strong
communities.
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FIRE S' F4Z iCES
Kentucky State Fire Marshal Certified
Provide Inspection, Testing and Service For:
*Automatic Sprinkler Systems
•Hood & Kitchen Systems
•Fire Alarms
•Exit & Emergency Lighting
•CO2, Dry Chemical & Gas Extinguishing Systems
'Portable & Wheeled Fire Extinguishers
Offer Competitive Pricing On:
•Life Safety Products
•Smoke & Hazardous Gas Detectors
•Portable Fire Extinguishers
*Automatic Sprinkler System Supplies & Valves
•Fire Hoses, Nozzles, & Fire Department Connections
6333 U.S. Hwy. 45 South • Paducah, KY 42001

(270) 534-0274 • Toll Free (877) 347-3274

Let Kopperud Realty help you
find the home of your dreams!

SPECIAL SHOWING...A mystical scene painted on
a Chinese fan captures the attention of children at Murray
Elementary. Guest Bonnie Higginson also brought slides,
pictures, books and articles of clothing from China
to show
the children.

Beautiful country living! Near Ky. Fresh on the market. Spacious home Custom-built log home in restricted
Lake. MLS *3001761

near SW Elem. MLS *3001833

lake SID. Just reduced!
MLS 03001755

Executive home on Murray-Callowa
Golf Course - Just Listed.
MLS 030001839

Take Care Of
Your Pet's Smile
February Is
VETERINARY DENTAL MONTH

Lynn Grove charm, 3 BR, priced
upper $70's. MLS 03001710

Delightful 3 BR, 2 BA in town
$82,500 MLS 03001714

5 BR. 4 bath with acreage
N11.S sr3(sii471

Just Reduced! Great location at 2201

3 BR, 2 bath home NW of Murray
$80'.. MLS 03001823

3 BR, 2 bath home on acre lot Large
garage and workshop. MLS 03001754

Spacious 3 BR, 3 bath w/large garage
& workshop MLS *3001825

Come in during the month of February
for your pets FREE dental exam!!!
Call for more information and to make your appointment
753-2088

iff, Murray Animal Hospital
Pet Hotel
1601 College Farm
Road
Murray

Mon..Fri
8 a.Pn.-8 p.
Sat. 8 cm-1 p.m.
Drs. hoer
'PA

Carol Dr. MLS #3001737

Olive St. Bargain.. Offered in the mid
$50's. MIS 03001800

KOPPERUD REALTY

-1'

•
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

('I 1SSIFIED

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

‘ds
106.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
I 411 I Ad, 44,. s/ NY. %Wein 6 Lko Period
S2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Publish

Effective Ntairch 1. 2000

41410
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

010

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010

Legal Notice

Card of Titank..1

Legal Notice

INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will be
accepting sealed bids for the following items:
(A)Two(2)truck cab & chassis with
dump bed
(B) One (1) steel wheel roller
Documents (plans and/or specifications) for
these items may be obtained from the Office
of the Calloway County Judge/Executive, 101
South 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071 or by
calling 270-753-2920. All bids shall be clearly
marked on the outside as SEALED BID and
submitted in writing only to the Calloway
County Fiscal Court; 101 South 5th Street,
Murray, KY 42071. Sealed bids will be
received until 2:00 p.m., prevailing local
time, on March 15, 2000.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves
right to accept the lowest and best bid or
reject any or all bids. The Fiscal Court further reserves the right to determine the ability and reputation of the bidder to complete
the work in an acceptable manner and may
request any bidder to provide additional
information deemed necessary to make any
determination as to best and lowest bidder.
the

Larry Elkins
'alloway County

Judge/Executive

L020

020
Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
A
BEAUTIFUL
CANDLELIT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
river,
Smoky
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins.
lacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http //www heartlandwedding com
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

New Life
Christian
Bookstore

Blowout
Celebration
Sale
be
•*
CC

2/18 &
2/19
Court Sq.
Murray

ii
\
1,
bt

CHECK out our web site •
www Allisonphotography
com

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
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ATTENTION
Melaleaca
distributors will sell 4 customer kits below cost. Also
motivational books call for
titles. 270-474-8501.
DISPLAY Homes Wanted,
siding windows, patio
rooms, no payments until
March 2000. All credit qualifies_ Payments starting at
$89 a month. Call 800-2510843.
FREE Pregnancy
Tests! Life House
7 5 3-0700
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements.
honeymoon/ family
cabins,
breathtaking
views
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814.

CONSIGNING
MOTHERS
Feb. 16-19
Wed.-Fri. 11-7
Sat. Half Price
Sale 7-1
Everything needed
for children.
Including maternity
clothes.
Commercial Bldg.
Henry Co.
Fairgrounds
For Info Call
901-642-9937 or
901-644-1126
MEDICARE RECIPIENTSAre you using a Nebulizer
Machine? Stop paying full
price
for
Albuterol,
Atrovent, etc. Solutions.
Medicare will pay for them.
We bill Medicare for you
and ship directly to your
door. MED-A-SAVE.
800-538-9849
NEW Arrival of prom dresses & accessories Name
brands: Alyce. Cassandra
Stone & Amber Nicole.
Sizes: 2-26 Merle Norman
of Benton, KY. Call 270527-8899.
ROMANTIC
CANDLELIGHT
WEDDINGSOrdained- licensed ministers, elegant decorated full
service chapel, spring special. secluded honeymoon
cabins. Sat three nights.
fourth free. Gatlinburg.
Tennessee 800-933-7464.
800-WED-RING.

Innovative Printing
753-8802

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
S4000 policy.
NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE
FEMALE
age 50
$9.84
$8.40
age 55
$12.24
$10.04
age 60
$14.12
$12.48
age 65
$20.64
$14.76
age 70
$27.96
$22.00
age 75
$37.76
$30 64

I

za
.

Just Say "Charge It"

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
-free local claim service'

SINGLES
Spring fever 20009
Tired of being alone?
Meet that
special someone
Heartland Connection
1-800-879-7385

Card of Thanks
If you sent flowers to our dear one
We thank you now so much.
If you brought food to our homes
That was a loving touch.
If you sent a card to comfort us
We thank you for that too.
The prayers and visits consoled our
hearts
And was so nice of you.
There are no wards to express our appreciation for all the acts of kindness shown
our family during the loss of our loved one,
Edith Hutchins. Especially Tonya Lee for
staying with Jeannie during her final
days. Also Eric Kelleher and the rest from
Senior Citizens who filled five pews at the
funeral.
To her pastor, Bro. Sammy Cunningham,
we will never forget your comforting
words. She appreciated your driving all
the way to Lourdes to comfort and pray
with her. She would tell everyone who
came in, "My pastor came today." God
bless you all.
Children - Billie & Jeannie & Families
Sisters - Laverne, Beatrice,
Wilma Jean & Macy

5$1,000/$50,00 $$
"CALL NOW, APPLY"
Free 1-888-935-2021
** For App"
THIS space is reserved
MORTGAGE
LOANS
the day might come,
QUICK & EASY'- Home
Your pet has strayed
improvements, debt concan't find its way home.
solidation, cash out, refinance, land contract pay- Just give us a call, we'll
offs, bankrupts and tad
be glad to help.
credit
Call
Jennifer
Your loved one we'll
Baumer at Mercantile
try to find,
Mortgage Company of 'Cause we all have Furry
Louisville. 800-237-3901
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
RESIDENTIAL Mortgage
Ledger & Times.
Lending- All credit considered. 15 year loans 0
7 625%:
20,000
for
Call 753-1916
$186.83/ mo, 40,000 for
#373.65/ mo., 60,000 for
$560.48/ mo Purchase or
refinance Call 800-262A Cultural Experience
4696, 8am- 9pm.
awaits you! Open your
home
foreign
to
a
040
exchange student. Girls
Roommate
and boys available from
Wanted
various countries. Call 800LARGE House to share SIBLING for more information.
3brs Rent negotiable
759-3794
AIR Force. Great career
opportunities available for
high school grads, ages
17- 27. Plus up to $12,000
11( Is (H. I
enlistment bonus if you
qualify! For an information
"11/;• ,
packet call 1 -800-423USAF or visit www.airforce.com.
ARE You Connected
Internet users wanted
$350- $800/ week
1-888-838-0750
www career-4u-now com

IMO/
RIM

PHOTOGRAPHER
/5 \cam elpertente

270-753-1001
Dred of the same old looking pictures '
"Try.my special services"
Visual Impact Photos - Expression Photos
- Composite Photos
Weddings From $99.00
• Anniversarvs • Special Events • On Location%

Photos by P Lynn Rogers
I *row Ailrinlirr Frrelant

Mrs. Ann
Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
ve advice on Business Marriage and Love Affairs

060
Help Wanted
CABLE
Construction
Foreman and Assistant:
If you are looking for a
career, Mediacom is seeking highly motivated individuals to serve as Cable
Construction Supervisor
and Cable Construction
Assistant. Both are responsible for building and
repairing plant throughout
the district. Job requires
climbing poles, working at
heights, heavy lifting, completing paperwork and
maintaining tools and
equipment. Must have
good driving record, be
self- motivated and able to
work independently High
school diploma or equivalent required. Electrical and
mechanical aptitude a plus.
Potential earnings range
from $8 to $15/hr depending on skills and qualifications, excellent benefits.
tools and vehicle provided.
opportunity for advancement_ To apply, submit
resume to:

Mediacom
Attn Stacey Stratton,
90 Main St.,
Benton, KY 42025.
Mediacom is an EOE.
www mediacomlIc.com

CLASSIFIED

Put a smile on my face
You can be one of
the dedicated individuals who provide
a stable home environment to children
who are unable to
live with their natural
parents or other family members. Foster
parents play a vital
role in the battle
against child abuse
and neglect.
If you've considered becoming a foster
Parent, give us a call, Foster parents are
eligible to receive tax-free compensation
and we offer 24-hour support.

Your Problems to Me-I will Help Health Matte's "lor,,,,c,
lye Them No Matter What Your Problem
May Be

11g

208 S 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

For Appointment Phone,
Mot 767-0508

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

060
Help Wanted

DRIVER
CONVENANT
TRANSPORT$1,000
sign-on bonus for Exp
company drivers 800-4414394, Owner-Operators,
call 888-667-3729 Bud
Meyer
Truck
Lines
Refrigerated Hauling, Call
toll free 877-283-6393 solo
dnvers and contractors
DRIVER- Absolutely $0
down lease purchase.
$190 a week for 24
months! Be your own boss!
Run regional or OTR!
EOE. Call Bob Meyer 800553-2778, ext. 2839.
BROADBAND
TECHNICIAN
If you are looking for a career, Mediacom is seeking
a highly motivated individual to serve as Broadband
Technician in the Western
Kentucky area. Job includes repairing, maintaining and trouble shooting a
broadband system. Completing paperwork and
maintaining tools and
equipment. Must have
ability to climb and work at
some heights. Must have
good driving record and
good reading, writing and
organizational skills. High
school diploma or equivalent. Electrical and mechanical aptitude a plus.
Potential earnings range
from $8 to $15/hr depending on skills and qualifications, excellent benefits,
tools and vehicle provided,
opportunity for advancement
To Apply, submit resume
to: Mediacom
Attn: Stacey Stratton,
90 Main St.,
Benton, KY 42025.
Mediacom is an EOE.

GED HOLDERS
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Cash in your accomplishments. The Kentucky
National Guard appreciates
the hard work and determination you have demonstrat
ed. We will pay you approximately $1200 a month to
learn high tech skills. free
college tuition and more.

Help Wanted
DRIVER/ Inexp'd... Earn
up to $35,000. the first
year! Tuition reimbursement available.
800-237-4642.
DRIVERS AND OWNER/
OPERATORSNeeded
with flatbed experience to
run the Southeast. Home
weekends. Terminal pay.
Great benefit package. Call
Welborn Transport, 800828-6452 ext. SCO2.
DRIVERS Needed! Get
your CDL and a great Job'
Train locally, get paid while
in school, no money out of
your pocket! Earn up to
$800 or more, get weekends off! 1-800-398-9908
DRIVERS
Owner
Operators no escrow, .82
cpm all miles, .87 cpm specific runs, equipment insurance, home weekends,
2500 miles per week,
planned back hauls. Local
driver
needed
L&N
Transportation, Inc. 800632-4332, Louisville, KY.
DRIVERS, OTR look at the
gap between promise and
performance.... We deliver
Heartland Express. Call us
first, then compare- we're
that good. Class A CDL
required. Call toll free 877763-7483.
DRIVERS, OVER THE
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience. Start 300- 33e a
miles + benefits. Call 800444-6648. $1250 Sign-on
Bonu_s.
DRIVERS- New pay plan.
Orientation
in
Elizabethtown.
Starting
pay to 34 cents per mile,
$800 sign on bonus. 1 cpm
safety bonus, $1,000. tarp
pay, $30K free life ins.
Home weekly, most weekends. Call Homady 800441-4271, ext. ET-135.

Speciliazed Alternative Family Environments

1415 St. Rt. 45 N., Mayfield, KY 42066
Julie Donna • 270-251-2661

DRIVERS/ OTR- $46.000
1st year. Home most weekends! 97% no touch
freight, 1st day insurance
coverage, direct deposit &
401K with company match.
Call Jeff- 877-687-3858.
DRIVERS/ OTR- Regional
drivers needed- Star transport, Inc. is hiring experienced drivers, no experience we will train. Full
company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles. Call us today at 800548-6082 ext. 805/ 800974-4262.
DRIVERS: Peterbilt conventionals. Potential truck
ownership! Good money
with benefits. Limited guarantee. Potential truck purchase. Rider program.
Home
often!
Barlow
Trucking 888-213-9968.
DURABLE MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN. Full time
equipment
technician
needed at progressive
medical related business.
Duties will include the
delivery, set up and service
of medical equipment.
Health, Dental, Vision.
Prescription and 401(k)
benefits available. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-H Murray, KY 42071.
EXPERIENCED
Cable
Installers needed asap.
Full time, great pay, tools
required. But not necessary to start work. Installers
with own truck a bonus.
Start asap. Call 759-0882,
if not in, leave message.
FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
GIFTS- Has openings for
party demonstrators &
managers! Home decor,
gifts, toys. Chnstmas. Earn
cash, trips, recognition.
Free catalog information
800-488-4876.

HOUSE Divine is hiring
FULL Time Position avail- housekeeping assistants.
able for detaiV car clean $6/hr. PT, training providup. Applicants must have ed. Call 270-767-9457 for
prior experience & knowl- appointment.
edge of all aspects of car IMMEDIATE Help needed.
Can
detailing. Looking for appli- Experience in income tax &
1-800-GO-GUARD
cants
with leadership working with computers.
KY NATIONAL GUARD
potential & the ability to Knowledgeable in bookwork well with other. Must keeping, using Peach Tree
provide references_ Send accounting software.
resumes to: 537 Brewers Annette Schorader Tax
Highway
Hardin,
KY Service & Bookkeeping.
42048.
Call 753-2498.
INSURANCE
Sales
Representatives- Tired of
prospecting'? Discouraged
by call backs'? Want to be a
part of a system that eliminates both? Dynamic
young company otters:
Health benefits, training,
I need an aggressive, professional, sales orihigh commissions, no cold
ented person to help me expand my business.
calling. Call Bob Taylor,
Our new product, $mart Living Magazine,
888-340-3242
Monday
will be introduced in the Murray and
through Friday for personal
Paducah, KY markets in March 2000. I am
local interview.

Entrepreneur
NEEDED

willing to invest in you if you are willing to
work smart, be creative and think outside
the box.
My Investment:
- Salary: $35,000(Annualized)
- Commission: Draw against salary
-Auto: .31g per mile (unlimited)
- Cellphone: up to $250/month
- Insurance: Major Medical
Your Investment:
- Dedication
- Honesty
-Integrity
- Hard Work
- Organization
You will be required to work out of your
home. I will provide a multi-purpose fax, a
computer and all expenses pertaining to the
business

Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Bring Ad In For Discount

r . 11 a.m.
..Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Ads $7 00 minimum lu day 10c per *ad pc r day for each additional consecutive day
$2 50 extra lot Shopper 1Tues C14,sheds so into Shopping Guidt 1$2 50 extra for blind bun ads

Deadline Day & Time

If you are looking for a challenge that has
tremendous rewards - fax your resume, with
.wer letter to:
Attn: President
Fax #:(803)831-6872

INSURANCE
Sales
Representatives- Tired of
prospecting? Discouraged
by call backs? Want to be a
part of a system that eliminates both'? Dynamic
young company otters:
Health benefits, training,
high commissions, no cold
calling. Call Bob Taylor,
888-340-3242
Monday
through Friday for personal
local interview
INTERNET Service, 800e
toll
free
access'
Nationwide
coverage,
excellent service, no sign
up fees Fast connection
speed' 24/7 customer support. low cost' Personal or
business welcome' Call
888-578-9461.
NOW Accepting applIcations for full time maintenance employee Apply in
person at
Calloway Gardens/ Essex
Downs apts 1505 Diuguid
Dnve, Murray

DRIVEF
and owl
today a
great n
and bon
Bros 8C
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Experienc
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facilities.
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informatic
Michelle
Stewart
"Special (
People!"
EOE.
NEEDED
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Patented!
month. 1-€
wwweNeis
NEW Direi
ny want
party plan
teams in
serious ne
270-887-8
270NEWSPAF
Sales. Sta
Frankfort.
sales. Mu(
per sale
Others n
Salary, col
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salary hist
position, I
Associatio
Consumer
KY 40601.
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your W$30,000
hurts. Let
drive a tru
seeing yoi
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qualified, I
meals.
800.
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is le
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Acci
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incl
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and
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Sal.
Exci
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150
Artities
For Sale

Mobile Homes For Sale
&Supplies
OWNER Operators- Ge RETAIL
Salesperson GATEWAY
Computers
HITACHI 8mm
Video 1980 Mobile home 3BR , 2 2ElR near MSU $325 4BR House for rent 21/2 GENTLE
real mileage pay! 80c a needed for Retail Shoe
Gelding Good
Factory direct $0 money Camera With Case $160
bathroom 4 acre= $20.000 Water furnished Coleman baths With CM/A Call
mile, practical miles loaded Store Downtown Murray
for children or beginner
Call 270-753-8850
down Some credit prob492-8446
OBO Call 759-9006 after RE 759-4118
and empty That's at least Part time position Hours
210-7847
rider Also two five year old
lems okay Pentium -III 500- PROM
and ask for
dresses, worn 4PM
83c for household goods! range from 18hrs one
3BR., duplex w/ W/D HAZEL 2BR appliances Geldings. good broke
low monthly payments Ask
once Black, white, teal 1991 Fleetwood 14x64
Charlie Holland
No Northeast, NYC or week next week 38hrs
hookup C/H/A 727-372- Lease/deposit/references Other horses also for sale
about waiving first pay- size
5-6
Nordiac-rider trailer 2br, 1 bath Large 2482
Canada No escrow Must Apply in person at 100
or go by
753-8984
or 901-232-8214
492-8526
ment Call OMC 800-477- excense
machine
be 23, have 1 year OTR South 5th St., Murray
Call front & back porch with
Carroll Imports.
9016
4BR,
2
bath
HOUSE
on
For
Rent
Diuguid
Potts
On
753-4801
experience
and
CDL START Your
underpinning C/H/A, like Available
own business!
Property
now Coleman Road 270-527-7732
Inc.
KELLERS
HazMat Fleets welcome
RCA 19" TVNCR's $199 new 753-2905
Set your own schedule.
RE 759-4118
COMPUTER PLACE.
SMALL house $285/mo
Paschall Truck j_ines, Inc
. 800 Chestnut St.
Walman
RCA
19"
1992 16x80 Chandeleur
Control your own income. New Hardware & Software
TENN Land Bargain. 14
AVAILABLE immediately
753-6012
800-848-0405
TV/VCR's are $289 99 3BR.,
Murray. KY
Sell from your home, at
2 bath, garden tub in 182 bedroom
adi 1500' creek $19,900.
Upgrades
&
apts
Also
1
eblowouts corn, electronics Master
VERY Nice, Large 3br
C/A, gas heat, gas bedroom
7:30 am. to 5 p.m. PART-TIME receptionist for work, through fund raiser
1st time offered! Very priFree Estimates
handicap acceswarehouse, has recondi- stove,
house Gas heat, stove,
small business in Murray Be
side
by
side
w/
an
ice
in
Avon
vate all wooded w/ scenic
Monday-Friday
Internet
Service
sible
apt
Apply
at
Mur-Cal
tioned,
full
rigerator.
ref
warranty
Washer
units door, dishwasher,
&
area. 3 days a week, 8am- Representative.
island in
Call 888creek. Great financing.
South On Route 121.
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
for $199 Hurry, while supdryer
605 Sycamore
4pm.
Flexible
days. 942-4053.
kitchen separate
Only
one
call
TN
Phone 759-4984
436-5933.
plies last 888-292-4836
DRIVER- Company drivers Typing/computer
month.
753-0919
$500
skills
laundry room. Front porch
Timberline now 1-800-814Equal
Housing
and owner operators Call required. Please send WEBSITE/ New Media Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
1-800-589
-7956
STEEL BUILDING SALE .- & large back deck
9965, 8190.
Opportunity
Mon-Sat
today and ask about our resume. P0. Box 1802 Administrator- State asso5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14, w/ outdoor shed Set in
ciation
2BR..
in Frankfort. New, Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
wistove, refrigerator, TENN Mtn cabin Sac
great new compensation Murray, Ky 42071. E0E.
DUPLEX.
2Br
$9,094,
1909-B
50x75x14, Coach Estates
full time position to adminW/D hookup Lynn Grove $49,900. Incredible Mtn
and bonus packages! Boyd
MDM COMPUTERS
$12,275,
50x100x16, Call 767-9346 before 9PM Westwood Dr $350. 753POSITION Available oir. ister
area $350 + deposit No views! Mins to scenic &
and
maintain
WEBBros 800-543-8923 (00's Part-time position approxiAll your computing needs
8002
$16,879,
60x100x16, for
appt
to
see
pets 489-2870. or 753- wild Obed River & 80,000
SITE for Central Office,
call 800-633-1377) EOE
A+ Certified Technician
$18,261
HILLDALE
Mini-storage $15,500_00.
Apartments
mately 25 hrs per week.
assist newspapers with
acre wildlife mgmt area.
Micheal McDougal
now taking applications for 2900
buildings, 40x160, 32 units.
DRIVER- Home every
Applicants must have
1998 16x80 Legend. Gas
websites,
technology.
Great financing Call TN
3BR,
1.5
bath
C/H/A,
M759.355
$16,914.
1,2,
6
&
Free brochures. heat &
3 bedroom apts.
weekend. No NYC. Lease knowledge of computers,
stove. 3br, 2 baths
Preference to individuals
deck, wooded lot 1/4 mile Timberline now 1-800www.sentin
Equal
elbuilding
Opportunit
s.com
y
purchase- new- own a
Internet, accounting, and
Must be moved. $24,000
with newspaper experi- PROBLEMS With Your
from KY Lake 15 minutes 9965, ext. 8167.
Sentinel Buildings, 800Housing.
truck in 24 months. Paid
good communication
obo. Call 435-4401.
ence. Salary, benefits. Apple Computer" Troubles
from
Murray Panorama TENNESSEE
Lake
327-0790, extension 79.
TDD# 1-800-545-1833
accountant 1st 12 months.
skills. Must be a selfSend resume to: New on the Internet? Tired of
MOBILE HOME LOANS Shores $435 per month + Bargain- 3 acres with boat
287.
Ext.
Owner operators- New
starter. Send resume to
Media
Department, waiting for tech support? STEEL Buildings: 5 only 5% down, Refinancing/
deposit Call with 2 refer- slip $24,900. Beautifully
Office phone 437-4113.
$0.82/
Murray-Calloway
mile (Loaded/
Kentucky Press Service, Call Me! I am an estab- 25x30, 30x40, 45x90. Equity Loans Free sellers
ences 606-441-9971
wooded,
spectacular
Hours
Mon-Fri
Empty). Provide base plate
Board of Realtors
50x140
"Sold".
Must move kit Land or home
101
Consumer
Lane, lished Macintosh profesviews, with access to crysloans
3BR,
bath,
2
C/H/A
$600
7i3OAM-3:
& permits. Paid liability/
415 S. 4th St.
30PM
sional with over 5 years now! Will sell for balance Repo and assumable
Frankfort, KY‘40601.
tal clear mtn lake next to 18
month 206 South 12th
fuel taxes. Toll scale
Murray, Ky 42071.
NEAR University
experience. Systems 7.0- owed. Free delivery! Call loans
Green
Tree
hole golf course! Paved
WILLOW
Pond
Restaurant
753-3415
&
753-7123
receipts. Company driversEOE
Extra
800-462-7
large 2br apt
930 ext. #60.
Financial 800-221-8204,
in Aurora, hiring all posi- 8.6, extensions, control
roads,
utilities, soils tested.
stand up conventionals. PREMIER
3BR, 2 bath C/H/A Stove
$350/ Month.
International
panels, virus protection, TAN At Home. Wolff, 800-554-8717
Low, low financing. Call
Start up to $0.33/ miles. exchange student organi- tions Apply in person
&
refrigerator
.
$200
W/D
Deposit.
hook
you name it. Reasonable Sunmaster residential tanLMS 800-704-3154 ext
Free insurances. 401K zation seeks local coordi- Fri- Sun 4-7pm No calls rates.
up
$450+
753-4560
deposit
ning beds direct from manplease
6041.
retirement.
References No pets 753M-F- 9am- 5pm
www.epes- nator. Involves recruiting
753-5778
ufacturer. No middleman
WORK FROM HOME
transportcom.
and working with schools,
NEW 1br apt. University 1059
means you save $$$.
$982- $5,947/ Mo
CLEAN Mobile Home to
MAKE A CHANGE, MAKE host families and students.
Heights. Stove, refrigeraHuge
inventory. Best
PT/FT
rent. 5 miles South o
360
Want to Buy
A DIFFERENCE- Looking Excellent for teachers,
tor, dishwasher, w/d. $325.
selection. Free color cata1-800-844-6138
Murray. 492-8488.
Storage Rentals
for a Special People.. to fill community oriented per2br Duplex. 5 miles, Almo.
1 ACRE Lots m/1 with
800-274-1
log.
744.
www eDailyCash corn/ucan2 CASH paid for good, used
NICE 2br No pets
a special need. Unique and sons. 888-389-1125.
Stove, refrigerator, w/d,
restnctions 5 miles North of
THOMPSO
N 14" Color
rifles, shotguns, and pisrewarding opportunities for REGIONAL. Start up to .34
753-9866
C/H/A. $375. Deposit, no
Murray Great location for
tols
Benson Sporting monitor. Kerosene heater.
House
parents/
pets. 753-4937. M-F, 8-5.
Care cpm/ .20 cpm signing
your new home, dou
17.500
BTU.
Practically
Goods, 519 S
12th,
givers for private, residen- bonus. Home weekends.
blewide
or modular home
NEW
2br,
2
bath
townnew. 759-1610.
Murray.
tial school for mentally- 2500
Starting at $7,000. Cal
miles
house. Cambridge 3 All
weekly.
WOLFF
TANNING BEDSFURNITURE (Antique or
challenged children and Medical, dental, 401K.
270-759-9192 or email
COACH Estates/ Fox appliances furnished $475
adults. Full time and part Conventionals .025 per- DO you have a loved one Primitive)
Collectables, Tan at home. Buy direct Meadows,
keutland@apex.net
plus
deposit.
Call
located in the
time positions. Ideal full formance bonus Landstar who needs a care giver? and other antiques, 1 piece and save! Commercial/
270-345-2777
MURRAY Estates. Lots for
heart
of
Murray's
finest
resMedically
trained, experi- or all Call 753-3633
home units from $199. Low
time candidate would live agent/ 800-828-8338.
sale, city limits. Private
idential communities, offer NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- , 119 Main • 753-6266
enced
with
rehab
monthly
and
payments.
Free
on the beautiful 850 acre SALES people needed.
WANT To Buy old farm
country style living. Watch
City Police and Fire 4br house w/washer &
stroke patients. 20 yrs.
campus
located
tractors Repairable & sal- color catalog. Call today Protection Lots with
in Atv's & boats. Generous
our entrance on 94W.
for
dryer,
furnished,
near
City
C-STORAGE
Frankfort, Kentucky 20-23 commission on interesting experience. Excellent ref- vage tractors Puryear, TN 800-842-1310
Call 270-435-4487 or 1Water, sewer and trash MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
435-4047
erences_
10x15 storage units. 4th St 888-673-0
consecutive days and be products. Ft & Pt positions
901-247-3086
040.
pick up furnished $95 St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
& Sycamore E Next to
off 5-7 days. Schedules available. Apply in person
WANTED Riding mowers,
753-0606 after 5pm
753-3855
Cunningha
m
Auto
Repair.
can be somewhat flexible. or mail resume to the Great
go carts & 4 wheelers that
NICE 2BR duplex. Stove.
LOT for rent 492-8488
113131.ets For Rent
753-3571
Experience in health care Outdoor Store .5100 Hwy.
GOOD GE washer/ drye
need work 436-2867
refrigerator. Lease/deposit.
is helpful, but not required. 79N Paris, Tn.
PRIME
building
site
CREEKVIEW STORAGEavailset. $275. 435-4377, leave
38242 901LOT For rent or lease
Excellent benefit package 642-6377.
able for 2-3 yrs. Coleman No pets. $425. 1819 520-540 On Center Drive
CLEANING houses is my
150
message
Ridgewood
753-7457
.
Inside city of Hazel Good
Adidas
with extras, including housRE. 759-4118
business. Reliable. Call
Behind Tom's Grille
160
SECURE Your Future. Up
or flea market Call
NOW available
For Sale
ing, utilities, cable televiLinda. 759-9553.
759-4081
PRIME building site availto .37 cents a mile to start.
Home Furnishings
270-492-8140
1 room studio, just off camsion, meals and use of
able for 2-3 yrs Coleman
HOME & office cleaning
NORTHWOOD
storage
2 Evening Gowns. Sizes 4
full benefits, new convenpus. New carpet, remodschool, cable television,
RE 759-4118
presently has units avail753-3802.
ticrnats, great home time.
& 6. $65 & $85. 435-4377.
KING Size Cherry Br.
eled. Coleman RE 759meals and use of school
able. 753-2905 or 753Regional or OTR drivers LOOKING For someone in I leave message.
Suite. High- Boy dresser
4118.
facilities. Retirees and oth7536.
needed call Arctic Express. New Concord or Hamlin 48" OAK Table with 4 lad- 2 nite-stands Dresser with
21 acres will divide into 5
ers welcome. For more
RED OAKS APTS.
800-927-0431. www.arctic- area, to keep school age der back chairs. $275. Call
triple mirror & beveled
acre tracts, lust off Coles
information, please call,
Special
express.com
children. (2) before & after
glass Armoire/ entertain492-8566.
Campground Road on
Michelle
$100 Deposit
W.
Tackett,
Neon
Beach
ment cabinet $3500. firm.
Springs Rd 753-9502,
BARBIE Collection.
1BR From $280
Stewart Home School SEEKING Full or part time school. Approx. 6-10hrs
435-4633.
Mini-Storage
559-5062
Serious inquires only.
"Special Care for Special registered dental hygienist week. 436-2119.
2BR From $325
practice
All Size Units
People!" 502-227-4821. for., growing
753-7258.
Call Today!
TEENAGE pirl looking to
8.8 acres
Please send resumes to. keep school
EOE
Available
753-8668.
Horse Haven With
age children BROTHER
Word
Jeffrey T Morns. D.D.S
after school & during sum- Processor with monitor.
Affordable Home!
NEEDED 22 PEOPLE To
Section 8 Property now
324 Tyson Avenue. Paris, mer. In your
For the best possible prices
Barn, sheds and fencing
Lose up to 30Ibs. by March
home. in town. Like new, disk capability,
accepting applications for
go with this 2BR well main25. Brand new! Just TN 38242
Red Cross babysitting, comes with training manu1, 2 & 3BR. apartments
since 1958..
tained home with detached
Patented! I lost 23Ibs in 1 SEVERAL Choice daily First Aide CPR certified. al, easy to use. -Beanie
Please call 753-8221
and weekly newspaper Call 436-5619.
garage
month. 1-800-752-2308.
Low
Babies- Retired/ Current.
$50's
EHO.
For Sale Or Leese
positions open in West
Immediate possession
www.eNewYou.comN2K
WANTED: Someone to Mostly $5.00 each Call for
UPDATED 2br, 1 bath with
Brenda Wright
NEW Direct selling compa- Virginia- editors, ad man- provide full- time live- in list. -Big bucket of legos:
carport Lease required, 1 3BR MOBILE HOME 2
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
Century 21
ny wants experienced agers, desktop specialist home care for disabled Everything negotiable.
bath, 6ft fence, separate
month deposit No pets
Send resume to. WV
Waldrop & Waldrop
(across from Memorial Gardens)
270-474-8446
party plan people to build
woman. Good
garage 3/4 acre, city
753-2905
driving
Press, 3422 Pennsylvania
270-247-2734.
teams in this area. Only
experience required. Room BUILDING SALE- No
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath water, sewage and gas.
Ave., Charleston, WV
serious needs to reply. Call
front
& board plus salary. salesman. Go direct and
&
back
decks
455
with
garage Appliances
25302
or
email.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
270-887-8361 or
Weekends off. References save. 25x30 $1,999. 30x40
753-0696
furnished with washer/
Acteags
wvpress0earthlink.net
Free
Delivery
•753-4566
270-886-1533.
$2,900. 35x50 $4,300.
required. Call Kathy
dryer.
Central
gas
H/A
1
See
Website
40x60 $5,300. .40x90
270-554-8709.
NEWSPAPER Advertising www.wvpress.org
(1) 13 Acre tract. (1) 10
year lease. 1
month
300
Pets& Supplies
Sales. State association in
Acre tract, will divide. On
WILL Do house cleaning or $7,300. 47x100 $11,000.
deposit No pets. 753ness Rentals
SHONEY'S Inn.
Frankfort. Full time ad
Irvin Cobb Road. HWY
ironing in your home. Call Others. Final clearance.
2905.
1503 North 12th St.
sales. Must have newspa474-2131, leave message. Pioneer. 800-286-3196.
WANT To Buy old farm
2 bedroom, 1 bath, gas AKC Registered Boxers 2 732 436-5459 after 6p.m.
Murray, KY 42071.
per sales experience.
Office Space heat $275/mo. 753-3415 females left 10 weeks old 10.6 ACRES, HWY 280.
CHAIN link dog pen, tractors Repairable & salNow hiring for front desk WILL Keep children in my
Others not considered.
15x12. $125. 767-9900.
Various size units
Call after 5pm
Pasture, creek, woods.
vage tractors Puryear, TN
or 753-7123 weekends
manager positions. Send home. Reasonable rates. 8
Salary, commission, bene$1750 per acre. Terms.
901-641-0285
Walnut Plaza
resume to address listed. miles North of Murray. FISH Tank with equipment 901-247-3086
2BR Apt near campus, no
fits. Send resume and
753-4984.
References available.
for sale $15 Call
210
Please, no phone calls.
pets. 753-5980. 753-1203 AKC Registered Cocker
104 N. 5th
salary history to: As sales
759-9215 ask for Sherry
437-4081.
Spaniel Puppies. Male &
11 TRACTS OF LAND
after
m.
5p
Firewood
SIRLOIN
Stockade
753-8302 or
position, Kentucky Press
7-12 Acres per tract
female. $120. 759-9834.
2BR
Association,
Duplex. 15171/2
753-9621
101 Now hiring daytime &
100
Property located off of Hwy
FIREWOOD For Sale. 436
AKC
nighttime
registered
bakery
attendant
Henry St_ Appliances furConsumer Lane, Frankfort,
Business
94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old
2779,
anytime
Dachshun
d
puppies. 6
Apply in person
nished. Rent $350. Deposit
KY 40601.
OPPortunitY
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
weeks
old.
SEASONE
Shots
2PM-4PM
M-F
&
D
Firewood$350
Call
435-4125.
OUCH! That Hurt! Well be
Apertments For Rent
wormed. $250 each. 270- proposed new Hwy 80. For
U-haul 753-4109
Vinyl Privacy
your W-2 didn't show SPRAY coupe driver. Full- FRANCHISE restaurant fo
2BR, w/d hook up. Quiet
more information please
753-8506
sale.
High
volume
sales.
seasonal
time
or
Fence.
$30,000 for 1999. That
6' tan.
neighborhood. No pets.
1 OR 2br apts near down
view property, review postExcellent
location,
currentASCA
registered
hurts. Let us teach you to Competitive wages and
$335/ month Call
Installed or cash
town Murray starting a
ed data. then please call
ly operating. Owner assisAustralian Sheppard pupdrive a truck and next year. benefits. Farm background
753-6931
$200/mo. 753-4109.
and
carry.
Lifetime
270-441-2253.
tance/train
ing
available.
pies
Has
shots
&
wormed
plus'.
Apply
Southern
0
seeing your W-2 won't feel a
BIG
Upright
piano 1BR apt available, all appli- 2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
warranty.
384
run11
ACRE
Contact
2
Lot 7 miles
P.O.
Box
1040-F,
$100 each 270-759-3537
so bad! 100% financing, if States. East Sycamore.
Richmond piano Good fo ances furnished. Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444
North of Murray. 753-1967
Murray, Ky. 42071.
ning ft. Sell at cost.
DOG
obedience
qualified, including motel & NOW Hiring waitress &
classes or
beginners $75. obo. 753 Realty. 753-4444.
private Serving Murray 17 BEAUTIFUL Building sites
meals.
dancers at the Foxy Lady.
4821 after 5pm. 437-4977.
1BR Apt. Walk to MSU.
available. Pick your woodyears 436-2858_
Pans, TN. No experience
800-865-7284/
MAIN STREET MUSIC
For Rent
Clean, 753-2084.
812-288-2447
needed. $500. week, guarSAMOYED & Pekingese ed hillside choice of
312 Main Street, Murray.
acreage from 2 on up
1BR. duplex apt. Very
antee for Dancers.
puppies Ready now.
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
HUGE Winter storm disRestricted. 1 tract with
clean,
nice
area. 2 (3br) Houses Gas hea ,
901-642-6177,
270-382-2331
Picks,
etc.
Hours:
counts! Factory overflowconsider rent to own
pond located 5 minutes
Appliances furnished Call
901-644-0107
SMALL. metal, collapsible
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri.
.ing with inventory! Save
753-4109
North of town Call for pri753-8588.
12pm- 4pm Sat.
dog cage for sale In good
thousands on 25x32
1BR., completely fur- 2BR Upstairs. $285/ month condition $15. firm Call vate showing today. 753PIANO FOR SALE
30x60, 40x50, 50x110.
2905.
nished. Water included, plus deposit. 2 bath, down- 759-9215 ask for Sherry
Great workshops/ garages. Take on low monthly pay- low utilities. $225/mo
stairs $400/ month plus
Financing available Call ment Beautiful console References
& deposit deposit. Entire House
800-341-7007 www.steel- piano No Money down
$650.+ deposit. Call 489required. No pets
Call 1-800-371-1220
masterusa com
2296.
753-3949
'KISS
CABLE
YOUR
841-0166.
Will Buy Either Of These Two Homes
GOODBYE!"- Only $69.
Homes For We
3 BR - 2 BA, Central HVAC
Includes 18" Little Dish
Excellent In Town Location
System 40 channels for 12X52 2br, 1 bath Ready
Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone
$19.99 a month. Toll free to move into 753-9866
Reasonably Priced $88,900
Now Renting Office Space
888-292-4836. C.O.D. or 4 lots
urnished or Unfurnished - You 0
120ft/200ft 1997
Or
credit card. FED EX 16x70
mobile
home,
3 BR, 2 BA. Central HVAC
Delivery!
garage & other out build!I,
Low Utilities, Practically Maintenance
POOLS! Prices are plung- ings Coleman RE 759•iS
Free, Convenient In Town Location
ing! Huge 31'x19' 00 4118 Also 12x65 rent to
•'\
•1
Family sized pools with own
$64,000
beautiful sundeck. fence, 4 lots 120ft/200ft
12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
1997
filter for only $888 100% 16x70
mobile
home,
Installation garage.
financing!
270-753-5561
& other out buildarranged! Hurry call 24 ings Coleman
270-7
59-1 610
RE 759719.06
800-759-6058 4118 Also
hours
12x65 rent to
Limited area
own
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EASTSIDE

STORAGE

1

Need Furniture? Bedding?

753-3853

Wiggins Furniture

NEW
HERITAGE

Savings
From
A to Z

CLASSIFIED

Call Adam at
759-4542

PML,INC.

$500 DOWN

Manufacturing Company located in Paris, TN
is looking for a Controller to manage the company's financial growth. Must have an
Accounting degree with 5+ years of experience.
Responsibilities are all accounting functions
including financial reporting, cash management, budgeting, and internal controls management. Must have ability to deal with banks
and insurance companies and MIS experience a
plus.

Salary to commensurate with experience.
Excellent benefits package.
Qualified applicants please submit resume to:
Human Resource Manager
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN 38242
Ilitpiirt unit% Einplot r

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

INTERESTED - LET'S TALK

IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT
New 8, Used, Engine & PTO Pumps, Aluminum
& PVC Pipe, Soft & Hard Hose Travelers, all for
water and slurry, parts also We Rent Slurry
Pumping Equipment -Early Order Program- Save 100/0 on products from the 1999 Pnce List
- Offer Ends -2/29/00
Come see us at the National Farm Machinery
Show in Louisville. KY, February 16-19
Booth located at Southwing 918

Craszl
tl !MITI NI 1,1

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings ot "Everyday" Discount Price,
•hlorwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski •Restenic -Basset -Kesler
C.,

744.f

Don't Worry. Se ready to place.
HAPPY AD in the....

/4-

TUCKASEE IRRIGATION

,
F re4

1 -800-725-5986

Financing

LEDGER & T1111.
Call 12701 753-1916 to laci,%ow. Ad

•

•T
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
500

i

Fie Saki

ligart Utility Vehicles

1999
JEEP
Grand
Cherokee Laredo 4x4
Loaded with leather & Cl2t
_.$26,500. obo
901-642-0760

38R 2 bath downstairs
Cozy 2br upstairs C/H/A,
appliances, 1213 acres
SeIttng for less than
appraisal 489-2296
3BR , 2 bath brick home on
large lot in Oaks Estates 2
car attached garage, 2 car
detached garage, new central gas unit, new dishwasher 753-0621.

490
Used Cars
1985 DAYTONA Turbo
Loaded $1500 759-3928
1988 Honda Accord Air.
tilt, 5 speed 45,xxx on new
engine $2300
753-0879
1990 TOYOTA Celica ST
97,xxx miles New engine,
sell for payoff 436-6039
1995 TAURUS Like new.
83,xxx miles $5400
1994 Escort station wagon
Very depend $3300 7532479

38R., 2 bath Lakefront
Subdivision with 4 lots
total New septic on 1 lot
ready to build $29,900
435-4632
4BR, 31/2 baths Bonus
room, sun room 2 car
garage 2 years old
492-8737
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick. Double lot.
town's edge.
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093.
HOME On Lake Barkley
3br, 2 bath. Some appliances included. Priced to
sell. 270-472-2024/
270-554-7038 after 5p.m.

1996 DODGE Neon 4dr
$5800 obo Call 489-2000
1998 NISSAN Anima
270-527-5540

1999 TOYOTA Avalon
XLS. Practically new, less
than 2,500 miles. Loaded
with extras; gold hardware
NEW house 11/2 story w/ Leather
seats.
etc
2200 sqft. On 1.4 acres. 5 $28,000 obo. 436-2447
minutes north of Murray after 5:00p.m or leave a
$117,000. Call after 5PM message
753-7930. or 753-4499.
89 Cougar. 6 cyl. loaded.
OPEN DAILY- New 4br, good condition. $1800.00
21/2 bath home at 2002 767-0101.
Rugby Drive in Campbell
Est Call 753-3903 for further information

F

E=

[
1:12
Barn For Rent
DIRKFIRED Holds 21/2- 3
acres Between Coldwater
and Stella 492-2116

1991 BLASTER. Good
condition_ New tires. FMF
exhaust. Nerf bars, new
back brakes & other
extras. Asking $1500. Call
435-4263
Sport Utility Vehicles
1985 Jeep CJ7
Runaround fun 753-4131

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2000

vans
1995 GMC
Safari Conversion SWB.
Loaded! Good condition.
New tires, TVNCR,
Super Nintendo, power
seats, 2 AM\FM cassette
stereos and much more.
Before 5PM 753-6593
after 5PM 753-1775,
1996 PLYMOUTH Grand
Voyager SE. Loaded, built
in child seats. Dark Iris.
$10,000. 753-8743.
REDUCED
1998 Ford Windstar VanGL. Luggage rack, traction
control, dual air, 4 captain
chairs. 33,000
miles.

1
- .13,800.(270)247-5265.

Global Mortgage Linkl
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407

1981 SILVERADO Good
running 350 with CD sound
systeit6-53,000 350 4 bolt
main 11 to 1 dome pistons
with all the extras Ready
for assembly $3,000 Call
759-8017 after 6p m or
leave message
1985 CHEVY Silverado
P/S 350 auto, trans
753-3046
1987 Toyota 4x4 Many new
parts $3,000 or best offer.
eail 437-3130, leave message Owner anxious to
sell
1996 DODGE Ram 4x4
Sport 360 V-8 White, one
owner 58,xxx $14,900
753-0444
76 Datsun 4 cyl Runs
good Good work truck
$700 00 767-0101
96 Chevy Ext. cab Z-71
Silverado
1500. 4x4
79,000 miles $17,500.00
Work 436-2165
Home 753-0522
97 Ford Ranger 4x4,
Regular Cab XLT. 4.0L, V6, 5-speed, auto overdrive
transmission, slide rear
window, A/C speed control,
tilt wheel, in warranty.
Sticker price $21,760
w/ 11,xxx actual miles.
$13,500. 270-382-2482
after 8PM.
510
CastPeri
PULL behind camper. Gas
or electric, air, stove, oven,
sleeps 6 $500.00 4365370.
520
oats & Motors
1988 RUNABOUT 18'f
boat $3,000 759-4065
after 5pm
1988 Yamaha Wave
Runner with trailer.
$1000.00 runs.
Holiday Houseboat
12x30 ft Steel hull, outside new paint, new bottom, sleeps 6, bathroom.
$4000.00
65 HP Glassmaster with
--- trailer. Motor great:
$120000
436-5370.
FORTY Foot Houseboat
$9,900 767-9900, 7534268

Mod
A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860. 753-9308.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling- RepairsCustom CabinetsConcrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272

CLASSIFIED

Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

HAMILTON CO.
Open by appointment Call or Fax 753-8087
1.8 miles north on 121
Granite - cut, shaped & polished for kitchen counters, fireplace surrounds, serving lines, desk tops
Natural Marble - Bathroom vanities, tub

decks, fireplace surrounds
Tumble Stone - Tub decks, kitchen splashes,
fireplace surrounds
Ceramic Tile - 12xI2 or 16x16 over 50,000 sq. ft. in
cement hoard, grouts and thinset all stock items.

F

Four Star Mobile Home
1Pa
rts
a-Se
(270) 492-8488
Vinyl Underpinning
K-Rok Underpinning
14x70

28" avg

hgh!

1 pc white rubber toots

8318.00

$1.139 pe,
Treated Decks

$235.00

Services Offered
ADAM'S Home
'Improvements
Additions Decks, painting,
remodeling, replacement
windows, repairs, vinyl
siding, roofing
No Job Too Small.

All
Carpentry,
ALL
YARD TECH
Electrical. Home building,
Lawn Care
additions, ,,remodeling,
Dependable, insured.
porches, decks Rotten
Residential or
floors. sagging
roofs
Commercial 437-4723
Home & Mobile repair,
560
vinyl siding References
hoeCOMM
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 753FREE 8 month old Cocker
9372 Night- 753-0353
Spaniel, Butt with papers
Accept Visa or Mastercard
Not good with small chilAFFORDABLE Hauling, dren Needs fenced yard
tree work, gutter cleaning, 767-9720
etc 436-2867
570
CARPORTS for cars and
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roof- trucks Special sizes for
Warded
motor home, boats, RVs
ing needs 436-2613
and etc Excellent protec- SPORTS Related items
TUCKER LAWN CARE
tion, high quality, excellent wanted- Local collector
SERVICES
seeking pre- 1960 baseMowing, trimming, leaf & value Roy Hill 436-2113
clipping removal, dethatch- CHIM
Chim
Chimney ball, football, basketball,
ing, aeration, overseeding Sweep Chimney Cleaning. golf,
collectibles.
& fertilization, bed mulch- 10% SR Discount Tracy Equipment, balls, bats, uniing Free Estimates
Manning. 435-4006.
forms, trophies, programs,
759-9609
advertising, magazines,
COLSON HOME REPAIR
BACKHOE SERVICE
bobbing heads, figunnes,
ROY HILL. Septic system, Additions, garages, decks,
etc. Also Murray State
remodeling, vinyl siding
drive-ways, hauling, founsports related items. The
20Yrs expenence
dations, etc. 436-2113.
older the better. Call 759753-5592
4900, if not at home please
CONTRACTING
leave a message.
Roofing, vinyl siding, addi
WANT To rent trailer lot in
tions, decks, kitchen
Specializing in
county 759-9060
remodeling, restoration

$120.00

w completed hartdra,ls
6.10 $410.110
lc). 16 $1040.00

Aluminum & Vinyl Windows

12,20 $11110.00

Single Blank Door

5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy.
Serving West Kentucky & West Tennessee for 13 years.

Saturday, Feb. 19, 2000 • 10:00 a.m.
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove, KY. Turn right
onto Hwy.893, follow to Browns Grove, turn left at Browns Grove,
1st house on right. From Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South to
County Line, turn right onto Hwy. 893, follow to auction. Watch for
auction signs.
Mr. Jason Lindsey - Owner

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1916 For Details

Carpet Installation Inc.

This nice 3 bedroom - I bath - living room - eat-in kitchen - laundry room - deck at

back - front porch - outside storage - central heat & air - ventless gas logs - new vinyl
siding - new metal roof - new septic tank & field system - community water. This
property is half way between Murray & Mayfield - city living with all the county pleasures. Folks, this is an older frame house that has been remodeled. Total new inside
and out, setting on approx. one acre lot. Please call 435-4011 or 435-4144 we would
like to show you this property.
Terms: I 5ek down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Be sure to snake your lead base paint inspection prior to sale day
your post 10 day inspection.

11.1 50I4 Will g lip

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer

Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

759-1591

cr:-- -tamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

-My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY
Saturday, Feb. 19, 2000 • 12:00 Noon
At the home of Mr. & Mrs. Phil Hale. From Murray, KY
take Hwy. 641 North to Hwy. 464. Follow approx. 2.0
miles to Brooks Chapel Rd.. turn left, first house on left.
Watch for auction signs.

'99.95
Dish Network
1,1..1,111(11bl
Now II '

Free Emma:cc Tree Trimming
Cleanup Sertue
24 Hr Servii e
Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Removal

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

d• h

110_42
DIRE CTV

Will otter a 3 bedroom - 2 bath - kitchen & lising room - 40' x
basement type
house - 10' x 10' nice outside storage - 30' x 30' garage with concrete floor with drain
- pnvate well - on approx. 1 acre lot.
Personal Property: 1-1/2 ton G.M.C. flat bed dump 4 speed & 2 speed - 3 axle flat
trailer with ramps gas cook stove - gas hanging heater - refrigerator - electric tread
mill - exercise bike - metal & wood doors - used carpet - chain saw - Fools ball game
machine.
Terms On Real Estate: 15% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of
deed. Cash on all personal property day of auction.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011 or
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn 111281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors
• Replace or repair water and drain lines
• Install moisture barriers
Mus...all other home improvements
David Gallimore, Owner
Ftee Estimates

901-247-5422
GET RESULTS
Place your ad in the Murray Ledger & Times
Real Estate • Help Wanted • Personals • Lost &
Found Merchandise • Announcements • Greetings
There are several ways to place your ad:

Phone
753-1916

work. Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience. Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 853-4188.
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured,
Completely
Mobile. Phone 502-7594734.
DAVID'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
-Replace rotten or water
damaged floors.
-Install braces & floor
joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
-Replace or repair water
and drain lines.
-Install moisture barriers
Plus.., all other home
improvements.
David
Gallimore, Owner. Free
Estimates, 901-247-5422.

Fax
753-1927

1001 Whitnell Ave.
klurra 042071

/F/AC

CL._.41

Best Prices On Pagers &Cell Phones
Come see us at our new location

408 N. 12th St.
,Next to Pizza Hut

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.'him
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Removal Call
270-435-4645
DORNBUSCH
Construction.
Custom built homes, additions, remodels or repairs
Call 753-1245.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

Cancer Stkrviivark
YertA.,are cord.ially 14,witecly to- lye/ ow- honored

HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
IF You are moving to a new
location and need professional reliable movers call
270-623-6092 Voice Mail210-6987.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-800-636-5262

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
PLUMBING
Repairs. fast service
436-5255
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs. Free estimates
270-437-4559
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night,
753-5484
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years expenence BOBBY

HOPPER 436-5848
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday, Feb. 18,
2000:
Defer to others more this year. Listen to
your inner voice to help you deal with
family and domestic matters. Many
choices lie ahead of you. and most of
them are excellent, though they take you
in new directions. Frequent timeouts
FENCING
Midway Fence Company allow you to center yourself and learn
Chain link, & custom wood more about what fits you. You are changprivacy fences, installation ing, and you might make different choicand repairs at reasonable es now than you had before. If you are
prices. Dickie Farley.
single, others seek you out. Popularity
759-1519.
soars. You can become confused by what
you hear and what you want. If attached.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump you might not convey your message
grinding, firewood. Insured. clearly. On some level, you might be
489-2839.
unsure of what you want to say. Work
more as a team, allowing for individual
GUTTERS:
High quality seamless alu- differences. LEO challenges your style.
minum gutters, gutter supplies, gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors.
Free estimates. Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters.
753-0278.
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DEAD-Shrub & Tree

492-6267

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

By Pete

M.S. Construction

Combination Door
530

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

530

530

530
Services Offered

S30
Used Trucks

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Use your skills to determine
what is necessary. You could be looking
at a goal that seems unusually cloudy to
you. Opportunity knocks as a friend
comes up with several ideas. Network;
reach out for others. You make new
friends and contacts. Tonight: Let your
imagination roam.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Opportunity strikes, out of the
blue. A partner shares interesting information. You might find a boss difficult
and testy. Be careful how you display
your frustration. You tend to go to
extremes. Follow your course with more
self-restraint. Tonight: Home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out. but try not to read
more into what others are saying than
what's actually there. News sends you in
a new direction. Stay centered, and know
what is workable for you. Your drive and
focus can make or break a project. It's
your call! Tonight: Hang out.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Getting what you want proves

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Say little, and worry less about
what is happening, if possible. Think
rather than react. A partner has many different opinions; listen to them.
Unexpected developments occur at
work. Go with the flow. Flexibility
counts. Tonight: Take some time off.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Friends surround you, and a
close associate cheers you on. There
seems to be little choice about which
way to go. Recognize that another's
extravagance could affect you. Discuss
your worries and make strong choices for
your future. Tonight: TGIF.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Another pushes you to assume
responsibility. When you do, there is a
general sigh of relief. Your fine sense of
direction and your capabilities are a
source of pride to those close to you. You
get the job done, even if it means putting
forth an extraordinary effort. Tonight:
Could be a late night.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Get out of the office as quickly as you can. A lot can come up that
detains you. Your high energy needs an
outlet besides work. A change of scenery
is just what the doctor ordered. Work
with the unexpected, but don't get tangled in situations you don't want.
Tonight: Escape for the weekend.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Relax with a special partner.
Worry less about the risk you might be
taking. Financial options appear.

Recognize your limits with a real estate
investment. Do your homework; ask
important questions. Nothing is fnvolous. Tonight A united front makes a big
difference.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others knock on your door.
You have difficulty finding privacy, even
at home You could become frayed and
tired and could do the unexpected. upsetting a partner as a result. Take a walk
Pull away, if that means preserving the
peace. Tonight Where your friends are.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** So much hits you so fast that you
could be overwhelmed. Sort through
what you want to do Aim for what you
desire. Concentrate, and don't scatter
Others seek you out, popularity soars.
You could get nervous if you think about
all you have to do. Tonight- Go for a
stress buster.

costly, but you might not care' A partner
might have strong feelings about what is
happening. though seeing eye to eye
proves to be complicated. You need
another's support in order to maximize a
career offer. Tonight: Still indulging"
BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Actor Matt Dillon (1964), director Milos
***** Go for what you want Don't Forman (1932), novelist Toni Mornson
worry. Keep expectations clear and real- (1931)
•••
istic. You have many choices to make;
others seem willing to offer suggestions
Creativity and perspective are an unbeatable combination. Work with surprises
Tonight: Beam in what you want.
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DEAR DR. GQTT: I'm one of those
darned fools who just had to smoke
cigarettes for 50 years. Now I'm in
trouble with emphysema. What treatment is available?
DEAR READER: Cigarettes contribute to chronic lung disease in several ways.
First, tobacco smoke is associated
with bronchitis, infection of the airways. Smoke actually paralyzes the
tiny cilia (hair cells) that propel
mucus and bacteria from within lung
tissue, up and out. In turn, this leads
to chronic infection, which causes
breakdown of the alveolar air sacs,
the feathery compartments where
carbon dioxide is expelled and oxygen
is absorbed during breathing.
Second, cigarette smoke itself actually destroys the air sacs. The reasons
are complex but, basically, in smokers,
the microscopically small sacs coalesce to form large, less-efficient compartments, leading to difficulty breathing and over-expanded lungs filled with
stale air. This is emphysema. Although
this process does tend to occur naturally with age, tobacco smoke will speed
up the development of emphysema,
thereby causing more advanced disability at a much younger age.
Third, because smoke is irritating,
it stimulates the pulmonary tissue to
produce more mucus. These thick
secretions may block the airways,
resulting in poor respiratory efficiency. Moreover, such excess mucus provides an ideal environment for

Thursday,
February 24th
REGIONAL SPECIAL
EVENTS CENTER

microorganisms that predispose
patients to pneumonia and other serious lung infections.
The cardinal rule in treating
emphysema is: Avoid air pollution,
tobacco smoke and other contaminants, such as dust and smog.
Medicine to open the airways (bronchodilaters) and antibiotics can be
useful. In some patients, cortisone
drugs may be lifesaving.
In addition, patients with chronic
lung disease can be taught (by physicians or inhalation therapists) new,
more efficient ways to breathe — for
example, by using the diaphragm
muscle more effectively.
Many emphysema patients — particularly those in the advanced stages
of the disease — experience relief of
breathlessness and a feeling of suffocation by using oxygen supplements.
Such oxygen is available in tanks but
can also be administered from a home
delivery system called an oxygen concentrator.
Finally, some medical centers now
offer a type of surgery to remove the
inefficient portions of pulmonary tissue. Basically, the large, non-functioning, stretched compartments (which I
previously described) are removed,
allowing more normal lung tissue to
expand and improve respiratory
mechanics.

DEAR ABBY: My father-in-law
is retired with a good pension. He is
the primary caregiver for his wife,
who is paralyzed on one side and
unable to carry on a conversation.
She is getting worse and is practically confined to bed. He refuses
outside help and is very controlling.
While she was in the rehab
center shortly after her accident,
she was progressing well. She was
even up on parallel bars. The only
thing she does now is feed herself.
She's incontinent and totally dependent.
No one in the family is willing to
step in on her behalf to get the
proper care she deserves. They are
all afraid of her husband, and say it
is up to him. It is painful for me to
watch this happening. I am partially disabled myself and unable to
do what I used to. How — and
where — could I find resources to
give this woman some quality of
life? She's only 64.
CONCERNED IN THE MIDWEST

DEAR NO DUMMY: Just
when I think I have seen everything, along comes another
"believe it or not" letter. You
weren't being invited to a
shower; you were being solicited for a fund-raiser. Therefore, you were within your
rights to handle it as you would
any other telemarketing call.

DEAR CONCERNED:You are
a caring relative who has raised
an interesting, but delicate,
question. From your description, both your father-in-law
and his wife could use some
assistance.
One way to go about it withWhile I agree with you that you out causing World War III
were unwise to take up smoking and would be for you and your wife
foolish to continue it for so long, there to contact their family physiis much that can be done to assist cian and explain what's going
your breathing and maintain your on. Ask for a referral to a social
independence. Your doctor can help worker or home health-care
you in these endeavors. To give you agency that can visit her and
related information, I am sending you evaluate the care she is receiva copy of my Health Report -Living ing.
Considering the level of care
with Chronic Lung Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should his wife requires, your fathersend $2 plus a long, self-addressed, in-law may be overwhelmed as
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, the primary caregiver. He
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY needs help, too, but his pride
may be getting in the way. Per10156. Be sure to mention the title.
haps the doctor can recommend
that he attend a caregiver support group where he can learn
firsthand what other caregivers
do in similar situations. It is
vital that he receive emotional East dealer.
support. If the doctor can't help, Neither side vulnerable.
the social services office at your
NORTH
local hospital can provide a
•A 6 4
referral.
J 53
+ 9872
+753
DEAR ABBY: The letter you
WEST
EAST
printed regarding the wedding lotJ 98 2
tery invitation reminded me of the •10 7 5
V Q 9 86 2
A4
telephone call I received from the
•Q J 6
• 10 5 4
+92
4K 10 84
SOUTH
•K Q 3
V K 107
•A K 3
AND ID LIKE TO HAVE YOU
DO IT ON A YACHT... IF
4A Q J 6
I CAN iND A NIACV-IT
The bidding:
East
South West
North
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — six of hearts.
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IF I GLANCE
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mother of the groom.
She informed me there was to be
no-shower for the bride. The bride
and her mother were going shopping for the things the bride would
need for her new home. Every item
was to be gift-wrapped individually,
and the name of the "donor" was to
be written on each package.
Although I had already given the
couple a generous engagement gift,
I was "invited" to send a check to
pay for "my"shower gift.
Incredulous, and thinking I had
misunderstood, I asked the woman
to repeat the request. Then I said a
quiet goodbye.
NO DUMMY IN N.Y.C.

OK...IV I LOOK 50
CLOSELY THAT -THE CANDY
ACTUALLY ENTERS /AY
CONSCIOUSNESS IN A
THREE-D1MENSI0NAL. FORM_
_MIEN I CrilIN WEIGHT!!

low spade to the ace and tries a
club finesse. When the queen wins,
he is up to eight tricks.
Unfortunately, South is now
out of entries to dummy, and his
only remaining chance is to play
the ace and another club, hoping
East was dealt either the K-x or Kx-x of clubs. But when East turns
up with the K-10-8-4, South goes
down one.
Declarer can actually make
the contract, but to do so he must
make a rather rare play at trick
one. When East takes the ace of
hearts, South should drop his king
on it! If he does this, he gets home
safe and sound. The king play allows him to reach dummy twice
(once with a spade and once with a
heart) and take two club finesses
instead of one.
Most deals require only rouWhen East plays the ace of
tine play for the best result to be hearts at trick one, South applies
achieved. Occasionally, however, the Rule ofEleven, which tells him
declarer must do something un- that East cannot have another
usual to make his contract.
heart higher than the six West led.
Take this deal where West Playing the king on the ace thereleads a heart, won by East with the fore assures a later entry to dummy
ace as dummy and declarer follow that may prove vital.
low. South plays the ten on East's
High cards are sometimes purheart return, West taking the posely sacrificed when there is a
queen and returning a heart to good reason to do so. This hand
South's king.
clearly calls for the king to be
Declarer has seven winners sacrificed. The hard part is to think
and needs two more. So he leads a of it.
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MOM,LOOK WHAT
6RAMPA GAVE ME /
FAVORI-TE HARMONICA . HE'S
HAD 1HA16INCEI
Ii Ti-15"
WAR .1

WHEN WE WERE
KIDS,HE'D ArTACH IT
lb A METAL HOLDER
SO HE COULD PLAy
IT AND THE GUITAR
AT THE SAKE TIME.

WE APO SIN&AlANGS
I Al HA amoNy.- IT WAS
SUCH RIN.HE TAUGHT
1)590/MCA ABOUT
MUSIC.

Bow the
head
World —
Frequently
12 Goddess of
healing
13 Lamb Chop's
late owner
14 Lew Wallace
hero
15 Flower
17 Crying
19 Makes damp
20 Litigator
21 — in case
23 Increase in
volume
27 At right
angles to
ship
29 Makes lace
30 Redford ID
31 'The —
Squad"
32 Make
accustomed
34 HBO movie
role for
actress Jolie
1

2
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12UU
15
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a
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35 Apiece
(abbr.)
36 North
Carolina
college
37 Mall units
39 Bleakest
42 Plaintiff
43 Goddess of
the rainbow
44 Night birds
46 NBC comedy
48 Curative
51 Sea eagle
52 Killed
54 School org.
55 Golf mound
56 DeVito film
57 Timid

1 Cornhusker's
St.
2 Lubricate
3 Dozed
4 Right-hand
person, for
short
5 The ones
there
1111117
13
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6 On the —,
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7 Letter of the
alphabet
8 Locates
9 Margaret
Mitchell
heroine
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Ten years ago
Scott Gordon, son of Steve and
Joyce Gordon, and Mickey Hill,
.son of David and Debbie Hill, seniors at Murray High School, have
qualified as finalists in the 1990
Merit Scholarship Program, according to Principal Bill Wells.
Murray State University Racers
beat Tennessee State 90 to 87 in a
basketball game at Murray. High
team scorers were Allen for Murray
and Brooks for Tennessee State.
Births reported include a boy to
Tammy and Mark Henson, Feb. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Darnell
were married for 65 years Feb. 14.
Twenty years ago
M. Ronald Christopher of Murray has been reappointed to the
Prosecutors Advisory Council by
'Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Published on Feb. 15 was a page
feature story, along with pictures,
of the Murray Area Vocational
School.
Murray State University Racers
beat Middle Tennessee 68 to 62 in
a basketball game at Murfreesboro,
Tenn. High team scorers were Glen
Green for Murray and Beck for
Middle.
Thirty years ago
Wilma Smith was crowned as
the 1970' homecoming queen at
Calloway County High School in
ceremonies at the Calloway-Benton
basketball game with CCHS winning. High team scorers were Darrell Cleaver for Calloway and
David Davis for Benton. Attendants for the queen were Beverly
Rogers, Jackie Budzko, Debbie Erwin. Jan Brower and Bonata Jones.

Mink stole
Attempt
Bristle
Slippery
fishes
20 Mark left by
wound
21 U.S. outlaw
22 German
submarine
(hyph.)
24 Stupefies
25 Something
worthless
26 Wipe out
28 Cloudiest
33 Words of
denial
34 Chats
MIsmistaken
38 Fruit's outer
covering
40 River in
France
41 Wheel
alignment
45 Diminish
46 Word with lag
or stream
47 Before
(poetic)
48Bali49 — degree
50 Merry
53 Radio type
(abbr )

Murray High School Tigers beat
North Marshall Jets in a basketball
game with high team Scorers being
Pat Lamb for Murray and Doughty
for North.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wood, Feb. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. O.J. Fulcher will
be married 50 years Feb. 22.
Forty years ago
William G. Nash, chairman of
the Murray Housing Commission,
said that "the commission will begin this week on a survey of community housing to assist them in
planning a low-rent housing program in Murray."
Brown C. Tucker of Kirksey
will serve as Calloway chairman
for the 1960 Easter Seal appeal for
Crippled Children in Calloway
County.
New Concord High School Redbirds beat College High Colts in a
basketball game. High team scorers
were Don Curd for NC and Grogan
for CH.
Fifty years ago
Guthrie Crowe, head of the Kentucky State Police, will be the
speaker at the annual meeting of
Murray Chamber of Commerce on
Feb. 21 at the Murray Woman's
Club House, according to Paul
Gholson, executive secretary of the
chamber.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Seton Hall at East Orange, N.J., 56 to 52 in a basketball
game. High team scorers were
Beshear for Murray and Hurt for
Seton Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Humphries
were married for 50 years Feb. 12.
13) The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Feb. 17, the
48th day of 2000. There are 318
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 17, 1801, the House
of Representatives broke an electoral tie between Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr, electing Jefferson president. Burr became vice
president.
On this date:
In 1817, a street in Baltimore
became the first to be lighted with
gas from America's first gas company.
In 1865, Columbia, S.C., burned
as the Confederates evacuated and
Union forces moved in. (It's not
known which side set the blaze.)
In 1897, the forerunner of the
National PTA, the National Congress of Mothers, was founded in
Washington.
In 1904, Giacomo Puccini's
opera "Madama Butterfly" was
poorly received at its world premiere at La Scala.
In 1933, Newsweek was first
published.
In 1947, the Voice of America
began broadcasting to the Soviet
Union.
In 1964, the Supreme Court ruled
that congressional districts within
each state had to be roughly equal
in population.
In 1972, President Nixon departed on his historic trip to China.
In 1988, Lt. Col. William Higgins, an American officer serving
with a United Nations truce monitoring group, was kidnapped in
southern Lebanon (and later slain).
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Crisp to be honored at RSEC
A specsial ceremony will-he held
at 3:30'p.m. Saturday at Murray
State University's Regional Special Events Centet.
The southeast entrance lobby
of the building will be named the
Harry L. Crisp Lobby in honor
and memory of Crisp and in recognition of the,contributions of his
son, Harry L. Crisp H, and family to the university.
Harry L. Crisp founded the Marion, Ill., Pepsi-Cola in 1935. A
business entrepreneur from an early
age, Crisp opened a hatchery and
poultry business at age 24 in the
Williamson and Franklin county
areas. He was able to see early
on that there was strength in diversifying his business activities and
saw the soft drink industry as having great potential.
He developed a line of flavored
soft drink products he called Red
Rooster drinks and Crisp Flavors,
which he delivered to consumers
on his poultry trucks. This initial
venture into the soft drink business ultimately was the cornerstone for his success.
The founder of Marion Pepsi
had the qualities it takes to be
successful and was willing to shoulder the risks involved. In 1935,

Playhouse's
23rd season
opens Feb. 24
As Murray's Playhouse in the
Park prepares to launch its first
season of the new millennium, it
begins its 23rd year with a new
twist on an old favorite.
Playhouse's first production of
the season is "Guys and Dolls,
Jr." - a part of the Broadway
Junior Collection.
With a cast of 25 children ranging in ages from 8 to 16, and not
an adult in sight, "Guys and Dolls,
Jr." takes a look at the 1940's
gangster life from a kid's perspective.
Opening Feb. 24, "Guys and
Dolls, Jr." will run for three consecutive weekends, Feb. 24 - 27,
March 2 - 5, and March 9 - 11.
Show times are 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday, 8 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday, with a 2 p.m. matinee
on Feb. 27 and March 5.
This fun production is sponsored by Murray Bank, People's
Bank and Union Planters Bank.
For reservations call 759-1 752.

he bought the francN_se rights for
a struggling soft cffink company
based in New York called Pepsi
Cola.
There were approximately 40
competitors in the Southern Illinois area, and cola products had
only a small share of most markets.
Pepsi was the "new kid on the
block" and only a few staunch
believers would predict that one
day this product would become a
top selling soft drink in America.
Crisp had a strong belief that
long-term success in an area
depended on a healthy community and region. He became involved
in civic and government affairs,
ranging from membership in various civic organizations to running
for political office.
He was elected as a Marion
city commissioner in 1932, and in
1935, was elected mayor of Marion. He served three consecutive
terms in that capacity. He worked
hard to get medical facilities located in Marion and was a leader in
the effort to obtain the Veterans
hospital.
He helped raise funds for the
Marion Memorial Correctional Center and was a key figure in establishing multiple access to Marion
business centers from Interstate 57,
which opened the door for continued community growth in all
directions.
Crisp passed away in 1975,
leaving behind a legacy of suc-

cess and a strong foundation'for
future success in his businesi and
the community.
Harry L. Crisp II took the helm
of the company in 1975,after spending many years-learning the business. He had received his formal
schooling at the Culver Military
Academy, the University of Illinois and Southern Illinois University. He served in the U.S.
Marines and was named the outstanding Marine in recruit training from among 5,000 other
Marines.
He was honorably discharged
in 1958. "Harry L.," as his employees often call him, led the company into becoming the largest
individually owned Pepsi bottler
in the United States.
A longtime supporter of Murray State University, Harry L. Crisp
II is a member of the MSU Foun-

dation board of tfustees and holds
the honorary degree of doctorate
of law from the institution.
Yet another generation is prominent in the family business. Harry
L. Crisp III, called Lee, is currently vice president of human resources with the company. Like
his grandfather and father before
him, Lee has worked in all aspects
of the business.
He received his education in
the Marion school system, at Culver Military Academy and Southern Illinois University. Like his
father, he entered the Marine corps
and was commissioned as a first
lieutenant in December 1994.
He was promoted to the rank
of captain and received the Meritorious Service Medal prior to completing his service in 1996, and
returning to the business.

University to honor groups
tributed in various ways to the
Murray community and to the
MSU Regional Special Events Center and the Eldon Heathcott Rodeo
Barn.
Additionally, UST has provided funds to the MSU department
of agriculture for student scholarships, the UST/MSU Agriculture
Leadership Development Program
and most recently the Agriculture
Operational
and
Instructional
Improvement fund.

Murray State University will be
recognizing a special corporate citizen at Thursday night's men's
basketball game when the MSU
Racers take on Eastern Kentucky
University at 7:30 p.m.
The United States Tobacco Co.
and United States Tobacco Manufacturing Limited Partnership will
be honored for contributions to
Murray State.
Over the past four years, United States Tobacco Co. has con-

FAST CASH
Most Loan Decisions in 1 Hour
Receive Tax Refund Cash
S300 - S15.000
•Auto/Furniture/Other Purchases
*Consolidation Loans
*Personal Loans 'Home Improvement Loans

eights
Finance

W

Quick Approval Service
Former Bankrupts Welcome

Dixieland Center, Murray
(270) 759-0310
Pam Thal, Manager • Janeen Puckett, CSR

TAKING TIME...Eddie Morris, physical education teacher at
East Elementary, takes time out for some fun with Shauna
Wicker, Michael- Perkins and Amanda Duffy.
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We Salute
The
Future
Farmers
Of
America...
Advancing
Agriculture
Into A
Millennium.

New

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?
*6 Yr. Limited Warranty
.24-Month Free Replacement
•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
•Smooth, Quiet Ride

Join us in celebrating National FFA Week. The Ledger &
Times will publish a special supplement on February 22,
2000, to ho'nor the hardwork our future leaders put forth.

NEW & USED TIRES• FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Advertisers Contact Your Sales
Representative At 753-1916 to
Reserve Space Today!

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

753-4703
310 smith Ith Street

Warehouse Tire
400 industrial Rd.•753-1111

•

So Many Choices,
So Little Time!

;

My wife is

comins home.

Our Best Selling Vita Pedic20 Edition
Luxury or Extra Firn Mattress Sets

She's been in the hospital,
and the house sure feels different
without her.
She deserves the best, so when they
asked me who's going to provide the
health equipment she needs at home,
I said, "Holland

Your Choice Only

Medical':

She has a breathing problem and
Holland Medical specializes in respiratory
equipment like nebulizers and oxygen.
So I just said,

$199 Twin Set • $349 Full Set • $499 King Set

"Holland':

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free: 1-800.227.4125
PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270.442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223.4947
Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Accredited by the
Joint Commission on
the Accreditation of
Healthcare
Organization

Holland Medical is on call twenty four
hours a day, so I don't have to worry...
And neither does she.
Take my advice, when the time comes,

it makes sense to just say."Holland':
You don't need to say anything more.

11
Holland Medical Equipment

11ANNIVERSAR1 SALE

furniture
i
filurman
208 East

•

Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 753-4834

